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Barry Rosenberg
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Mark Jones

Dave Braun

I

’m going to put on my Hat
O’Prophesy and prognosticate that
MG 2016 was incredible and that
if you didn’t go that you will probably
regret it for the rest of your life. My
hat is never wrong at least 3% of the
time so I’m sure that this was so. As is
tradition, we’ll have full coverage in
the September/October issue along
with the winner of the Don Hayter Top
Point MG Award on the cover.
In this issue, Jim Blackwood
revisits the topic of MGB engine
conversions after his great article
on the difference between the small
block Ford V8 and the Buick/Rover
V8 engines in V8 conversion. This
time his focus is on the multitude of
engine options that have been used
and why the MGB makes such a great
platform for transformation. Many
people feel that the stock 1.8L engine
is a bit anemic for modern traffic. I
would debate that since my engine
is basically stock (other than I have a
ported/polished head) and I have no
problems getting tickets. Of course,
I’m not going to blow the doors off
of other cars or out accelerate them,
but I can cruise all day at 80+ without

breaking a sweat. Having said that,
if I ever blew up my engine, I would
definitely consider one of the options
he previews.
Our Post Abingdon Registrar,
Mark Jones, shows that just because
the MGF is a modern car that it
still can be serviced by the home
mechanic. Again – if you ever get
a chance to drive or ride in a MGF,
don’t pass it up. It’s an amazing car
that sticks to the road like glue. It’s
getting very close to the time where we
can import these into the US so start
thinking about adding one to your
fleet!
Also inside you will find Letters
of Intent for the positions of Secretary
and Vice Chairman. These are two
important positions within the
Register and the fact that we’re listing
the letters shows that we continue
to uphold the democratic principles
that the club was founded on by
electing our officers. There is still
time to run for either position. If you
are interested, please send your letter
for publication by July 15 so it can be
included in the Sept/Oct issue.

Robert

On the Covers

Barry Rosenberg

Page 48
MGB Engine Conversiont

Front: MG 2011 aerial photo. Show field in Reno, NV
Back: MG 2007 Show field, Sonoma, CA

Jim Blackwood

Page 50
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Chairman’s Chat

D

ue to pre-production deadlines
of The MG Driver and since we
are going to Louisville, Kentucky, home of Churchill Downs and
the Kentucky Derby, I am going to
place odds predicting we will have
enjoyed MG 2016. The Kentucky
Derby, inaugurated in 1875, is the oldest continuously running sports event
in the nation.
We will have MG 2016 coverage
in the September/October issue of The
MG Driver. However I would like to
point out a few people who will have
helped make MG 2016 an event to be
remembered.
We are delighted Peter Cook
and Brian Woodhams, MG Car Club
of England Overseas Director and
Manager, came to Louisville to meet
MG enthusiasts, share in the event,
and tour through the beautiful area.
I offer a special thank you to Connie
Wyckoff for all of the new regalia she
prepared for MG 2016: NAMGBR, MG
Gal, Midget, MGC, Original Owner,
1974 1/2, and Post Abingdon. Another
thank you goes to Chaz and Kim de
Bourbon for their artistic designs and
banquet AV efforts.
In this issue you will note we have
two candidates who have expressed
their intent to seek NAMGBR offices.
John Burrows has submitted his Letter
of Intent for the office of Vice Chairman. Larry Norton has shared his Letter of Intent for the Secretary position.
NAMGBR is a club run by its volunteer
members and we have no paid staff.
The executive team appreciates the
efforts of Jeff Taylor, Vice Chairman,
and Bruce Wyckoff, Secretary, who
have each served two terms and are
consecutive term limited.
If you have a desire to become
involved in the Register or run for a
NAMGBR office, please contact me or

Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR
any of the officers. Letters of Intent
will be accepted until our next MG
Driver production deadline in mid-July
2016.
Hopefully you are planning to
participate in many more events this
year in your area or across the country.
Take a moment to look for events in
“Where 2 B” inside the back cover of
The MG Driver. If you have events you
would like to add, please send information to Robert Rushing, Editor.
Speaking of events, I encourage you to join NAMGBR friends at
our 2016 Annual General Meeting.
The AGM will be held the weekend
of October 22, 2016, at the Paradise
Point Resort in San Diego, California.
Our Board invites you to attend the
AGM in the facilities which will be our
location for MG 2017. Tony Burgess,
Convention Coordinator, has shared
AGM meeting and hotel details in this
issue.
MG 2017 will be held in San Diego
June 25-28, 2017. Registration will not
open until the fall of 2016, but pictures
and general information will be on the
NAMGBR website after mid-June. The
convention hotel is Paradise Point
Resort which is located on Mission
Bay approximately 10 minutes from
Sea World, the Embarcadero, and the
USS Midway. The website should be up
soon. Check out mg2017.namgbr.org
for the latest info.
Happy Canada Day on July 1st to
our Canadian friends and Happy Independence Day on July 4th for the USA!
We’ll let the rest of the working world
carry on while we celebrate in North
America!
Safety Fast!
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Secretary’s Report

Vice Chairman

G

Jeff Taylor
Vice Chairman
NAMGBR

ood evening all from mostly
sunny Oregon! As my second
term of Vice Chairman on
the NAMGBR board winds down,
it is hard to imagine how fast it has
gone. While there are a few months
left until my time is done at the 2016
AGM, I want to thank you all for your
support you have given to me and
the club in general. The friendships
created through our wonderful British
cars and through the many Liability
Insurance requests I have received
over the last four years, I have enjoyed
getting to know many of you. Without
you, there is no NAMGBR!
One thing I have learned
throughout the last four years is what
a benefit to your club NAMGBR is.

8

Fortunately, the liability insurance
is rarely needed; but knowing that
your club and officers are protected
from financial liability makes keeping
your club with the minimum eight
members well worth it. And that does
not include the GREAT MG Driver
magazine and the annual NAMGBR
gatherings.
Please continue sending those
requests in either electronically or via
the mail. I have come to expect the
regular mail requests each year.
In my last few months on the
board, I will be contacting you
to update our files and send you
our new NAMGBR “Institutional”
Advertisement for your club
newsletter. If I have not contacted you
by the time you read this, please
e-mail me at vicechairman@
namgbr.net and I will send you
the new advertisement graphics.
One last new added benefit
just secured by the board is a
discount on Hagerty Insurance
for ALL NAMGBR members.
Check out the link on our web
site for the details. In most
cases, the savings will more
than cover the cost of your
annual membership dues. The
collector car insurance discount
applies to automobiles on
the policy regardless of year,
make, and model. The discount
offer is not valid outside the
USA and within the USA it
is not currently available in
California, Massachusetts,
and Tennessee (due to State
Insurance Commission
regulations) – sorry!
Jeff
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Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

I

t was a slow start to MG driving season here in Michigan as the cold and wet
weather didn’t let up until the middle of May; but once the clouds cleared the
skies and the weather started to warm up, many of the owners I know are attacking the driving season with gusto.
We have a number of new members that have joined since the last issue of
The MG Driver. It looks like another good cross-section from the United States
and Canada are joining the NAMGBR Community. Let’s all welcome our newest
members to the NAMGBR family!
Richard Meetz                        
Terry Allen            		
Brian Chiara                           
Paul Allen                              
Stewart Case                          
Juan Duque                            
John Kalvels                           
Brian McCardell                    
Rodger Grantham                  
Ralph Knutsen                        	
Jaime Sy-Quia                        
Gordon Smith                        
David Roloson                       
David Samuels                       
Joe Knose                               
James Cheatham                    
Lynn White                            
Marvin Leathers Sr.               
Lon Berg                                
James Weaver                        
Herman Ralph                        
Ernest Jimenez                       
Robert & Janis Boyd             
Mitchell Andrus                     
Scott Monfort                        
Bob Thigpen                          
Lester & Susan Bujko            
Vee Sevy                                
Dwight Dare                          
Rod Maides                           
Lee Fox                                  
Michael Gavin                        
Tom McIntyre                        

Bloomington   IN
Elkhorn          
WI
Birmingham    MI
Cincinnati        OH
Prior Lake      
MN
McLean          
VA
Battle Ground WA
Mississauga     ON
Springfield      MO
Pine Beach     
NJ
Carlsbad         
CA
Sugar Land    
TX
Fairhope         
AL
Los Angeles   
CA
Germantown   TN
Amelia Court House VA
Gilmer            
TX
Winfield         
AL
Tucson            
AZ
Mechanicsville VA
Owensboro      KY
Chula Vista     CA
Homosassa      FL
Mills River     
NC
Hendersonville NC
Waynesville     NC
Houston         
TX
Anacortes       
WA
San Antonio    TX
North Vancouver BC
Saint Louis      MO
Bloomington   IN
Washington     IL
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Vice Chairman ~ Letter of Intent

From the Treasurer
Simon Dix
Treasurer
NAMGBR

A s there wasn’t room for the numbers/report last issue, please see the Register’s
Profit and Loss statement for the period of October to April.

Dear NAMGBR,
This is my letter of intent to run for the position of Vice
Chairman of the North American MGB Register. For the
past five years I have been President of the MG Car Club of
Toronto and before that Vice President for two years – all
since I retired from day to day paid work.
I live in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, and have lived
in this area since emigrating from England in 1967. The
MG Car Club of Toronto has been around for 61 years and
was a founding member of NAMGBR in 1990. Today it is a
very active club with about 300 current members. In addition to being Club President, I have also been Secretary of
the British Car Council here in Canada. This is our umbrella group of 23 clubs across Canada covering all marques of
British Cars.
During my tenure with the Toronto Club, we have updated our constitution, made significant improvements in
our insurance coverage (which we source in Canada), and
improved our bank balance. I have a strong team of Directors supporting me so I do not take credit alone for these
things. They were the ones that successfully ran MG 2015
in Niagara Falls. Although I prefer people to drive MGs, I
am also happy to see them drive any LBC and have deliberately increased our communications with other local LBC
Clubs.
Growing up, I looked enviously on the sports cars of
the day, but it was not until 1984 that I bought my current
1973 MGB Roadster. After using it for a few years, I started
restoration and I would now say it is about 70% original as
it acquired several new steel panels and a rebuilt engine. It
has run well ever since and has never failed to get me or my
late wife home. It’s a driver, not a concours winner. I also
have a 1974 1/2 MGB/GT which is languishing for the day
when I can spend time on it although you can only drive
one car at a time.
In my travels I have made “the marque of friendship”
a tool to meet up with other clubs particularly in Australia, New Zealand, and the UK. I have made several visits
to Kimber House over the years and more recently been at
“MGs on Track” meets in the UK.
I am assured that living in Canada and will not be an
impediment to the role of Vice Chairman, even though
I may speak differently to many of our members. I look
forward to your support at the AGM in October.
Safety Fast!
John Burrows.
j.e.burrows@sympatico.ca

Simon
10
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Secretary ~ Letter of Intent
My name is Larry Norton and I would like to request
consideration for the position of Secretary of NAMGBR
for the upcoming term.
I have been an MG owner on and off since 1971
when I acquired my first MGB, a 1966 model. This was
followed soon after when a better example came to me
in the form of a 1967 B. A couple of children and practically sunk in and a more spacious mode of transport was
dictated.
As with most of us, life moved on and I found I had
the fortune of being able to have a “fun” car, and that
turned into a 1973 Midget that became my, mostly, daily
driver from 1979 until 1988.
Jump forward to 2002, I know, a long jump, and I
wanted to scratch my MG bug again. I acquired a 1973
MGB and began a rolling restoration. Since that time I
have probably logged close to 80,000 miles in the roadster and a B/GT I bought in 2009. To say I’ve learned a lot
about the cars is putting it mildly but the most important
thing I’ve come to understand is that the MG community
is fantastic and full of wonderful people. This is the main
reason I’d like to serve the Register.
I joined my first MG chapter in 2002, the Texas MG
Register and became their membership coordinator for
the 2003-04 years. During this time I restored a 1948 TC
with a friend that we subsequently sold on. I moved for
work and joined the Peachtree MG Registry, the Atlanta
region chapter in 2005. As with the Texas chapter, I
was welcomed with open arms. Since then I served one
term as technical coordinator, then as VP, and finally as
President of the chapter. Now in the capacity of Board
Member, (past Presidents serve for five more years) I’m
coming to the end of that service.
Along with so many of our membership, I was involved in bringing the 2012 National NAMGBR meeting
to the southeast at Dillard, Georgia, and continue to be
the coordinator for our Southeast British Car Festival held
every two years. I invite everyone to come and see us this
September 15-18th.
My passion for the members and the cars we all
enjoy will, with your help, let me continue to serve our
MG community. Please consider me for the position of
Secretary.

Ken’s Korner

M

embers! We have a problem!
We are not receiving all the
relevant information on your
Limited Edition MGBs. Apparently
the new forms you are completing,
and sending to Bruce Wyckoff, do not
permit vital extra details on your MGB
such as build date, engine number and
chassis number.
I enclose a sample of the Limited
Edition form, which can be downloaded and sent to me to complete our
records. Please do NOT use my former
P.O. box it has been closed. Any information should sent to me preferably by
email Kensca@cox.net

Article and images
provided by Ken Smith

The latest L.E. registrants we have
are: Ralph Herman, Kentucky
		
80 MGB 520641;
Martin Leathers, Alabama
GHN5U 492621, a 1979 model;
Joe Krose, Memphis
80 LE;
Jon Rose from Canada with4599610.
A correction was sent in by Don
Hayter on my previous article:
Hi Ken, Reading new May/June issue,
please note – I SOLD my V8 B to Edward
at a price I was happy with. It joins his
MGA Twin Cam Coupes in Stockcross
near Newbury and he has offered the loan
of the B for special events. Glad it has
gone to a very good home. Enjoying the
American news as always! Regards,
—Don H.
Continued on page 14

Best Regards and Safety Fast!
Larry Norton
mgbnut1973@yahoo.com
12
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Continued from page 13

MGC Registrar
John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

F

Ken
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inally the weather has
turned for the better just
in time to get our MGC
season off to a great beginning.
Although many of us drive our
cars year round, it seems like
this is the time of year when
activities begin to show up on
the schedule.
Our first event to attend
was the North Meets South rally
and show in Buellton California. Four MGCs made up the
class which consisted of one
roadster owned by Ueli Scharer,
Dixon Car Show
and three GTs owned by, Alice
Addison, Mark Zippet, and me.
The Dixon British Car Show and
Jim Bull, Larry Long, and the entire
Swap Meet was a few weekends later.
Paradise Club put on a very well orgaAlmost 250 British cars were in attennized, fun affair, which has become a
dance, the largest showing of British
bi-annual NAMGBR Regional event.
cars in Northern California. The MG
It started off with a “meet and greet”
Marque had the largest contingency
registration party at a local winery
in this show with a very large number
and ended with a fun filled awards
of MGBs. Many of NAMGBR’s affilibanquet where Jim awarded Larry
ate clubs were present including the
Long with the Golden Parking ProtracSacramento Valley MG Car Club, MG
tor award, a truly outstanding funny
Owners Club of Northern California,
presentation by Jim of the Golden PP.
and the Sorry Safari Touring Society. It was another
excellent gathering with the
bonus of a swap meet for
those looking for that hard to
find part.
While attending both of
these events I’ve been meeting a number of new and old
MG enthusiasts. It’s always a
bit difficult to evaluate ones
dedication and enthusiasm
to the MG marque, however,
I ran across one individual
who really stood out in my
MGC at North Meets South
mind – permanently! He is
The MG Driver • July / August 2016
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Book Review

Article and image provided By Michael E. Ware, prewar.com Magazine

Skinner’s Union: The Story Behind the S.U. Carburetter
By Michael Harvey

T

Regalia Sales

serving in the USAF stationed recently
at Travis Air Force Base. I’ve attached a
picture of Mr. Graham who was showing even more enthusiasm alongside
his beautiful 1966 MGB/GT.
There are a couple events to attend
before making our way across country
for MG 2016. I’ll have a complete follow up of the convention and all the
MGC activities in the next MG Driver.
Don’t forget if you’re unable to attend
MG 2016 in Louisville you can still
buy North American MGC Register
regalia on the NAMGBR web site or
contact Connie Wyckoff our regalia

M. Graham MG Enthusiast.

coordinator. All regalia items are available in M-XXL sizes with many items
in an assortment of colors ready to
ship.
Contact me with your ideas, suggestions, and what you expect or want
from your North American MGC Register. Articles and pictures for The MG
Driver are always welcome about you
and your MGC or MGC events, just
drop me a note at mgc@namgbr.net.

Jack

Ken
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(Please note: I have used the spelling for carburetter which is used throughout the book)

here can be few old car
enthusiasts who have not
experienced a car which
was fitted with one or more SU
carburetters. In a recently published
book, “Skinner’s Union”
Michael Harvey has very
cleverly combined the
social and technical
history behind this
make of carburettor.
The social side being
the Skinner family
and their racing
and other exploits
with a series
of homemade
specials.
Barbara
Skinner
married
John Bolster
but was
tragically
killed early
in the war, otherwise I am
sure she would have continued racing
post-war, and may have become better
known.
Originally designed by Bert
Skinner and produced by his
younger brother Carl Skinner, the
SU carburetter has with continuous
development, remained in production
since 1908. The SU history starts the
Skinner family and their involvement
with the large national footwear
company of Lilley and Skinner Ltd; a
company whose success generated the
family wealth, which helped to keep
the SU company afloat during the loss
making years between 1919 and 1926,
prior to being purchased by William
Morris.

Carl Skinner continued to manage
the SU Company under Morris, and
with access to Morris components and
suppliers, he arranged for two fast road
going “specials”
to be built, which
initially he used as
his own company
transport. He also
has two racing
“specials” built
for his son Peter
and daughter
Barbara, which
they successfully
campaigned in hill
climbs and sprints
during the 1930’s.
During the
Second World War
the SU Company
produced aerocarburetters for the
Rolls-Royce Merlin
and Napier Sabre
engines, which
powered many of the RAF’s aircraft.
Every Hurricane and Spitfire in action
during the Battle of Britain in 1940
used a twin-barrel SU AVT aerocarburetter.
The Company’s link with the
Skinner brothers came to an end
with Carl’s retirement in 1947. SU
continued to prosper under BMC
after Morris and Austin had merged
in 1952, but started to decline in
1975, during the turbulent era of the
nationalized British Leyland. The
last of their KIF series of carburetter
for the Rover Metro came off the SU
production line in 1994, and the plant
finally closed in 1999. However, the
closure of the factory was not the
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end of SU carburetter and fuel pump
production.
During the 1980s, Burlen Fuel
Systems Ltd who was the SU agent in
Salisbury negotiated an agreement
with the company to supply SU
carburetters, fuel pumps, and spares,
for after-market applications. This
eventually lead to Burlen purchasing
the tooling, jigs, stock, and acquiring
the Intellectual Property Rights
and SU trade mark; enabling them
to continue to manufacture SU
carburetters and fuel pumps for
the vintage, historic and classic car
markets today.
This reviewer remembers with
great affection the first time he fitted
twin SUs to his 1931 Austin 7 saloon.
This book cleverly marries the social
and the technical history – even if
you are not technically minded the
social side of the Skinner family and
particularly their racing and other
motoring activities is extremely
interesting. This is a detailed and
heavily researched book, very well
illustrated with contemporary and
modern photographs and detailed
technical drawings by the Author
of the workings of important
carburetters. With over 300 pages,
this book is amazingly only priced at
£20 plus £3.95 p and p.(UK) The S.U.
Carburetter Company have chosen to
sell this book at around its cost price.

18
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NAMGBR Annual General Meeting

Article and images provided By Tony Burgess-NAMGBR Convention Coordinator

T

his year’s NAMGBR Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held
the weekend of October 21-23,
2016 in San Diego, California, site of
our 2017 annual convention. Our 2017
convention in San Diego will be held
from June 25-28, 2017.
Rooms have been blocked for
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights, October 20, 21 and 22, 2016
at Paradise Point Island Resort in San
Diego at the rate is $184/night (plus
tax). The hotel’s daily resort and parking fees have been waived for this
meeting. You can book your room by
either using the link below, or phone
800-344-2626 and use the Group Code
“MGB2016”. Unsold rooms will be
released on September 20.
namgbr.org/agm2016mtg
This meeting is open to all
NAMGBR members and their guests
and are you encouraged to attend all or
part of the weekend’s activities.
20
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The weekend’s schedule is as follows:
Friday night (October 21st)
5:00 pm– Meet in the host hotel lobby
5:00-6:00 pm – Tour of the hotel
7:00 pm - Dinner at the hotel (on your
own).
Saturday (October 22nd)
8:30 am – 10:30 am – Tour of the car
show site.
11:00 am – 12:30 pm – Lunch (on your
own)
12:30 pm - 1:00 pm - Setup for AGM
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm – Annual General
Meeting of the North American MGB
Register at the hotel
7:00pm - Dinner (offsite location)
Please contact me on MGOHIO@
AOL.COM or 614-899-2394 if you have
questions about this year’s AGM. Hope
to see you there.
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Sports Cars

By Geoff Wheatley

E

ver since I was
taken to a car
show around
the age of eight or
nine, I have had
a love affair with
sports cars. Of
course, like many
others, this romance
was from a distance
simply due to the
fact that I could not
afford to expand
my affection... Around eighteen, I did
venture to the halfway mark and obtain a motor bike, almost like a sports
car when it comes to comfort, but not
quite the same when it rains! On top of
that, any female companion has to sit
behind which rather reduces the ability to converse...etc.
By the time I had enough spare
funds to purchase a real sports car, the
kids were grown up (a great blessing)
and we boasted two family cars in
addition to the new toy. I would like to
tell you that it was a new Corvette or
an Austin-Healey but sad to say those
toys were still economically out of my
league, instead a 1952 MGTD in need
of attention, of course, was purchased.
Not much to look at, it needed paint,
replacement seats, and a few other required features; but it started, and was
driven home by yours truly with no
serious problems. I have to admit that
the stopping ability was rather exciting as you stamped the brake pedal to
the floor and at the same time pulled
the hand break as far as it would go.
In short, it started but had a problem
stopping when required.
The distance from the sellers
garage to mine was about thirty
miles with a number of stop lights in
between to make the drive that more
exciting. We made it home and I put
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the new member of the family into
the garage having managed to move
our other two cars to make space.
Not that much space, but enough as
long as you were able to get out, or in,
without opening the doors. Obviously
the family wanted to see dad’s new toy
including the dog who welcomed the
new acquisition by peeing on the front
wheel.
To be honest, the enthusiasm of
the family was at best modest to the
extent that I was more impressed with
the dogs reaction than the rest of the
audience! No matter in a few weeks
they would be fighting to go for a drive
in Dad’s new toy once I had sorted out
a few problems and given the car a
fresh new look with a decent paint job.
It had never accrued to me to
check the fold away top before my
purchase, regretfully a sad error on my
part. The top or rather what was left of
it had so many holes etc., that it was
a wonder that it still remained on the
rusted steel frame. Once, in the dim
distant past it did have a rear window
but that, like everything else associated with the top. had not survived the
demands of time. On the bright side
all the instruments seemed to work
except the clock, but on the principle
that I would seldom be concerned
about time as I sped around the country lanes in the new, well new to me,
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toy (and of course my reliable Timex
would always suffice...)
The next day I awoke early and
after a very hasty breakfast hastened
to the garage to once again admire my
new friend. To my horror the floor beneath the engine was decorated with
oil that was certainly not there the
night before. With visions of expensive engine repairs running through
my head, I called a trusted friend who
had TD similar to mine except that it
looked better and certainly had all the
expensive additions like a sound top
without ventilation holes etc. explaining my very recent experience. I was
delighted to hear that this display of
oil was normal; in fact if that did not
happen it would mean that the engine
was dry of any required lubrication.
With the assistance of various
fellow MG owners and four times as
much investment in terms of replacement items that I never knew existed
in one old car, the great day arrived.
With a state tax sticker proudly
displayed on the rear tag, and the
fuel tank brimming over, I turned
the key, pulled the starter and the
engine turned over a couple of times,
but nothing else. Someone suggested
a push to get started but to me that
sounded like defeat. Use the starting
handle was another comment which
fell on deaf ears...Think, what was I
doing wrong? The electrics were working, the little red light confirmed that,
I could hear the fuel pump ticking
away...Fuel...Of Course...It had been so
long since I drove a, for want of a better
word..”Vintage Car” that I forgot the
manual choke. Next question which

one of these knobs was the right one?
I certainly was not going to ask so,
with fingers crossed (Not physically of
course). I pulled a knob and pulled the
next one and bingo, the engine burst
into life! Well, that may be a slight
exaggeration but it did fire and tick
over. Foot on the clutch, into first gear
with a resounding sound from the gear
box to let me know the clutch needed
attention and I was on my way.
As I recall comfort was not a redeeming feature of this model but that
could be balanced by the sheer delight
of driving the car. Speed was not an
option forty five or even fifty when on
a downward slope was the order of the
day. No speeding tickets in this baby! I
kept the car for about four years and
during that time it acquired a new coat
of paint, a set of tires, and of course a
new top not that I ever drove in the
rain for a variety of reasons including
the lack of serious screen wipers. I can
only assume that it seldom rained back
in 1952.
The TD and I parted company
when I borrowed an MGB from a
friend and found that driving sports
cars could be both enjoyable and comfortable. Since that time several MGB
models have graced my garage and I
have enjoyed every one.
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D

uring a visit to the Classic Car
Show at the National Exhibition
Centre (NEC) in Birmingham,
UK, I got to see a historically significant MGB – the MGB that took part in
the 1968 London to Sydney marathon.
The newly saved Jean Denton worksbacked MGB that took part in the
event was there and in its just saved
condition. This was a 10,000 mile
journey, in a 10-day period taking the
drivers, navigators and cars through a
route that would be simply impossible
in today’s world.
This historic car was on the MG
Car Club stand and as I happened
upon it, I bumped into the MGCC
MGB Register chairman, John Watson,
who I had met a few years
previously at Kimber House.
John explained that this
car has been purchased and
saved by the MGB Register.
This is a fantastic piece of MG
history. I managed to take
some pictures of the report
on the marathon rally that
was published back in 1968
– not perfect but will give
you a flavor of the event. The
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MGB register is going to restore the car
to its rally starting condition and they
could use some support. If you, or your
club, are looking to support a good MG
cause financially, maybe this is the
cause you are looking for?
More information about this
historical MG is on the MGB Register
website: mgb-register.org/MGB-Register/Jean_Denton_MGB along with a
place to make a donation. If you would
like to have your name on a plate as a
financial supporter to get this car back
into its original rally condition then
you need to donate at least £25.00.
Link to donation page is: mgb-register.
org/MGB-Register/Jean_Denton_Donations
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The Marathon MGB Rally Car

Article and images provided By Simon Dix
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Me & My MGB Journey

Article and images provided By Shaun Johnson

I

was bitten by the MG bug back in
high school like so many other
MG enthusiasts. It began when a
friend drove a Austin Healey 100 to
school back in the late 1970s. While
a very nice car, it was a bit too ‘vintage’ for my tastes. I always wanted
a convertible sports car, but on a
high school students part-time job
income, it was going to be a while.
I saw a lot of MGBs back then and
the styling, sound, and overall ‘cool
factor’ had me hooked. I even looked
at a few new MGBs at the MG car lot
and knew one day I would own one.
Fast forward 10 years, I am now
in the Air Force and stationed in
Colorado. Never forgetting about
owning a MGB, a friend who was
a fellow instructor, informs me he
has an old 1970 MGB which was
abandoned by his brother for the
past two years sitting in his yard and
he wanted it gone. He said he could
get the title and had his brother’s OK
to sell it as it had a few mechanical
problems. While I wanted it, I didn’t
have the $400 he wanted for it. The
following year he asked again if I was
still interested in his MGB, this time
26
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1970 MGB in 1991.

it was free if I just tow it away.
I took it without hesitation.
Over the course of the next 11
years I had slowly restored the
MGB to its former glory, painting it British Racing Green.
As I traveled in the military, I
took it with me to Guam and
then to Seattle, Washington.
I received orders to Florida
and took the opportunity to
drive my MGB from Seattle
to Panama City, Florida. As
life became more busy, I felt I
wasn’t driving it enough, so in
2000, I sold my beloved MGB
to a very interested and eager
Air Guard member who was
transferring to New Jersey.
Needless to say that the next
day I began to suffer from
Buyer’s remorse…
Over the next 14 years I
searched here and there for a
MGB to fill that empty spot. I
bought a 2006 MINI Cooper
S, new off the lot in May 2006.
While a very fun car to drive
(and I still own), it didn’t satisfy the need to ‘be one’ with
my car. While its ride was very
reminiscent of my MGB, it
still had power steering, power
brakes, satellite radio, air
conditioning, and a dreaded
computer that controls everything…EVERYTHING.
Then in 2014, while looking online, I see an ad for a
MGB for sale. I was actually
looking for another 1970 MGB
because I like the split rear
bumper configuration and
recessed grill. That was a very difficult year to find, especially if one is
looking for a 44 year old MGB that is
rust free. But the MGB I find is a 1972,
not a split bumper model, but it has
the recessed grill and the owner, the
original owner, tells me it is rust free
and always garaged and never driven
in the rain.
I scheduled the 335 mile trek
south to see it. Apart from some minor

1972 MGB The day it was purchased.

1972 MGB Interior then.

1972 MGB Interior Now.

issues, I inspected it and it started
up and drove nicely. The owner was
getting up into his late 70s and could
no longer get into the MGB comfortably. After telling him of my history
with MGBs, he felt comfortable selling
his beloved car of 42 years to me. He
asked if I had a garage, and I replied,
“yes”. He then asked if I planned on
driving it much, I replied, “as often
as the weather will allow me to”. He
said, “Great, she needs to be driven.
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That’s why they built them”. He gave
me several boxes and a small crate of
parts, the original pieces that came
off the car as he replaced things over
the years. “She’s all original, we didn’t
do anything beyond normal repairs.
The interior is original, that’s why the
carpet is faded. Take care of her.” I told
him I planned on driving it the 335
miles back home and asked him if he
thought it would make it. He told me,
“without any problems”. He was right,
it did fine and I drove it at 65 MPH for
a while, then decided to try for more.
It handled 75-80 MPH without any
issues.
So I have a very nice MGB, received my Heritage Certificate which
verifies that everything is still very
original. I am replacing brakes, clutch
hydraulics, and have added period

correct Lucas front driving and fog
lamps, and a Lucas rear fog lamp as
well. I even installed Lucas PL700
head lamps. I have also gone to the
solid copper core ‘Bumblebee’ ignition
wires and reverted back to New Old
Stock (NOS) Champion N9Y plugs. Not
having a radio ever installed, the ignition wouldn’t be a problem. It seems
that MGB owners have always liked
to modify, add bling, and otherwise
personalize their prized cars, and I will
undoubtedly make some very subtle
enhancements as I continue to make
this MGB mine.
So there it is, my MGB journey
to date. Hopefully it will continue for
years to come, and maybe my son or
daughter will follow me and continue
the journey when the time comes for
me to stop driving the MG.

Basic MG: Battery Drain

Article By Barry Rosenberg, British Car Service

R

ecently, I had a
customer with an
early MGB that had a
battery problem. It would
die after sitting a week. The
owner bought one of those
little jump starters and
had to use it every time he
wanted to use the car. So we
started looking for a drain.
The easiest way to find a
battery drain is to pull the
ground terminal off the
battery and just barely tap it
against the battery post. If
your car has interior lights,
close the door first so there
are no lights on to draw current.
If you get a tiny spark, then you
have a drain. A lot of you have insisted
on putting fancy radios in the car so
the memory is one source of the drain.
The radio keeps a little power going
to it at all times to keep your stations
programmed. If you get a spark, you
should disconnect the radio first and
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ignition switch. There ain’t much that
this covers. Disconnect your alternator
or voltage regulator wire to the battery,
should be a brown wire, and test again.
Most of the time we find it is the alternator with the short caused by a bad
diode. Replace the alternator.
There should only be one fuse that
could cause the drain and that is the
one with the brown wire or on later
cars a white with brown tracer wire.
Plug that fuse back into the fuse block
and test for spark. Most of the time you
will not get a spark as there are only
a few items on that fuse – the interior
lights, the trunk light and horns. They
are easy enough to check individually.
MGs have had the trunk light stay on
so that is a possibility for you to check.
Let’s say that the first time you
checked for a tiny spark you did not get
one. There is nothing wrong with your
electrical system. But your battery
keeps going down, why? Take a digital
volt meter and attach one terminal
to the positive battery post. Drag the
other lead all around your battery
top. You will get anywhere from a few
volts to as much as eight or nine volts
across the battery top. Your battery is
draining itself across the top at a very
low voltage and amperage. You can
use a slurry of baking soda and water
to clean the battery top or replace the
battery.
Most new batteries are “sealed”
units and require no water be added.
But all wet batteries have to be able
to vent pressure and when they do,
some acid is included with the vented

gasses. This accumulates on the top
of the battery and causes the slow
drain. After taking care of the battery
by either cleaning or replacing, check
your charging system and make sure
the battery is not being over charged.
Use your volt meter to test the charging system. You want to see about 14.5
volts max at the battery when it is
being charged. If you have more, you
have another problem. It could be the
voltage regulator and those with an
alternator, get a new one, since your
regulator is built into the alternator, on
most of them. Generator cars can have
their regulator adjusted. Either take it
to an expert or look for a Moss Motors
or a John Twist video on how to do
this. It is relatively easy with few tools
required.
Another great addition to your
electrical system is a battery cut off
switch. The best type is a racer styled
one that fits under the dash or in the
rear bulkhead of the passenger compartment. This requires some work to
install but is a better one to use. It has a
removable key you can take with you,
which serves two purposes. One is to
disconnect your battery and stop any
drain or shorts while the car is parked
and it is an anti-theft device. It is hard
to steal a car you cannot start. Either
style can be had for less than $20.
I managed to take one and a half
pages to tell you three or four tablespoons of baking soda and a little
water can cure a battery drain. If I only
got paid by the word or if I only got
paid at all to write!

retest for a spark. If you do not get a
spark now, then the radio is the source
of the drain. Normal radio drain
should not deplete a battery in a week.
If you still get a spark, remove all
your fuses and test for spark again. If
you get spark now, the short is on a
circuit that is powered directly from
the battery and not thru a fuse or the
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Laddi, MGB Owner

Article and images provided By Rod Maides, Canadian Classics MG Club

T

he photo with the MG roadster is
of Laddi shortly after “we” took
possession of the 1973 MGB in
Victoria in June 2011. I say “we” because it really was his car and I just got
to drive it. You see, both were rescued
and I think they were kindred spirits.
The car was rescued from a used car
lot and Laddi was rescued at the age of
four from a senior-aged couple he had
been managing (and that is a WHOLE
other story).
Laddi, a poodle-terrier cross, took
possession of the passenger seat of
“the little car” instantly. He had been
assigned the back seat of “the big car”
for years until my wife passed away in
June 2010 so this was another promotion. The problem with the ‘big car’
had been that every time he wanted to
put his head out the window (which
was at about five minute intervals) he
had to ask to have the window down.
It was draining on both him and the
driver.
The B was the best. It was rarely
driven with the top up, so the wind
was in your hair and up your nose ALL
the time. Heavenly!
Laddi learned almost instantly, no
paws were to be on the dash. The door
sill worked just as well, you could poke
out from behind the windscreen, get a
good nose full of rushing air and then
pull back in when you needed a break.
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Ever safety conscious, Laddi knew his
limits and while he liked his harness,
attaching it to the seatbelt was a nonstarter. Instead, he preferred keeping
his leash on (that way you were ready
to walk when you got to the beach –
his favorite stop) and have the leash
wrapped around the headrest post so
that there was just enough lead to allow him to assume the position. Nose
up, head tilted slightly to the right, full
co-pilot position.
That of course, was how you knew
for sure you were headed for a favorite
spot on Willows Beach in Oak Bay or
the rocky beaches of Sidney. It also left
you free, if you were going through hot
spots like Kelowna, to whip around
and slide into the package shelf behind
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the seat and out of the
sun, just for a moment
or two.
As dog owners
have been warned for
years, letting your best
friend put his head
out the window and
into the wind is bad
for the eyes. Laddi was
never sure who came
up with that information but he was sure
it was nonsense. As a
result, any attempt to
get him to accept the
use of “doggles” was
met with a sly grin, a
short acquiescence for
photos or admiring
glances from the ladies
in the car next to us
at the first stop light after we started
down the highway, then a sharp shake
of the head was administered so that
the doggles became nothing more
than a necklace. Enough of that!
Laddi was twelve years old in
2013 when I was preparing to move
him, the B and ‘the big car’ to North
Vancouver to be closer to the rest of
the family, especially the two grandchildren he loved to play with. I was
sure he was up for the challenge but
suddenly his body decided it wasn’t
and the rapid onset of canine diabetes
surprised both of us, initially. Then
I remembered his first four years of
largesse with the seniors feeding him
anything he wanted: chocolate, nuts,
veteran’s hearing aids, you name it.
His three axe-handle width when he
first came to stay was a clue and we
both realized that those first four years
had been used in trade for the last four
years with me and the B.
Diabetes is managed much the
same for dogs as it is for you and me.
Regular injections after a long series
of tests and monitoring to try and get
the insulin levels just right so everything is in balance. He put up with the
attempt but made sure the vet and I
knew he was running out of patience

with us and the disease.
One Sunday we took a marvelous
ride down the highway to Sidney for a
walk on the beach so he could decorate all of the logs, bushes and bits left
behind by the tide. I was reminded of
my commitment to be a good friend
- something pet owners really have to
dig deep to do because sometimes the
strength of heart and buckets of love
can just, well, get in the way.
So, he and I agreed it was time
for the next big road trip. Painfully,
I sent him on his way and I took the
fork in the road that included a ferry
ride (which he never really appreciated
beyond guarding the B in the belly
of the beast) and a new life in North
Vancouver.
The B with its new collector plates
is licensed year-round and is out and
driven, with the top down, every
chance I can get. Sometimes a grandchild is riding shotgun, but most often
the right hand seat is empty, sort of, for
the run to Wycliffe Park or Squamish
for an ice cream at McDonald’s. The
owner likes it that way.
Sorry – I have to go now. I have
something in my eye and it’s leaking.
MGB’s and pets have a way of doing
that to you.
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MGB LE Bronze Metallic

Article and images provided By Chuck Hassler

M

y originally
Black North
American
specification 1980
MGB Limited Edition
(LE), VIN 508549,
has been converted
to show as a British
Bronze Metallic MGB
LE. Here’s a little
history that led to the
decision to proceed
with the conversion.
The last 1000
MGB cars (approximately) were produced
as Limited Editions
for “Home Market
Only”, not for export.
The production run
was split between 421
MGB roadsters and 579
MGB GT coupes. The
roadsters all came in
Bronze Metallic paint
with gold side stripes while the GT
coupes had Pewter Metallic paint with
silver side stripes. Painted wire wheels
were fitted to 208 roadsters, and 213
roadsters were fitted with the same
GKN alloy wheels that were fitted to
all Home Market Pewter Metallic MGB
GT cars and to the 6,682 Black North
American market MGB LE roadsters.
The interiors were largely the same
as normal production cars except the
roadster seat covers were orange and
brown deck chair nylon fabric, and the
GT seat covers were silver and black
deck chair nylon fabric. The roadster
steering wheel badge, nose badge, and
alloy wheel hubcaps were red background with silver letters. However,
the boot badge was black background
with silver letters. The Pewter Metallic
GT cars had black background with silver letters for all badging. The British
cars were, of course, right hand drive.
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Except for pictures, I had not seen
a Home Market Bronze Metallic MGB
LE. My black LE was in great need of a
respray, which prompted me to consider converting the black LE to Home
Market LE colors. Naturally, there was
some hesitation to proceed with this
color change. However, Tidewater MG
Car Club members in Virginia, who
had seen Bronze Metallic LE roadsters
in Great Britain, said that the Bronze
Metallic color was stunning. They
encouraged me to proceed with the
project.
Any hesitation on my part was
overcome when I located and purchased a new, still in Rover packaging,
set of orange and brown deck chair
nylon seat covers in Australia. The
seller said that this was “probably the
last new set of these seat covers on the
planet”. The engine bay, interior, and
trunk were completely stripped bare
and the paint conversion began. The
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conversion, interrupted by a move
from Virginia to
Colorado, took
almost two years.
My Virginia friends
were correct; Bronze
Metallic is a stunning color.
Moss Motors
deserves recognition for providing the gold side
stripes, red and
silver badging, and
most important,
for rebuilding the
orange and brown
nylon seat covers.
The foam between the seat cover fabric
layers had melted after sitting on a
shelf for 25 years in the Australian
heat. Jenny, the Moss Motors upholstery manager, personally rebuilt the
seat covers. Great service that is much
appreciated!
The Bronze Metallic LE creates a
lot of interest at car shows, and that
was the purpose of the color conversion. MG enthusiasts appreciate the
opportunity to see a color combina-

tion not imported to North America.
There was, however, one negative
comment at a car show. Two young
boys, about ten years old, walked by
and one of them said “Dude, that’s a
beautiful car, but you gotta ditch those
seat covers”.
Now, if I could just find the garage
space to convert a 74 1/2 North American rubber bumper MGB GT to the
Pewter Metallic color…
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MG 6R4 Group B Rally Car
Article and images provided By The MG Owners Club, UK - mgownersclub.co.uk

I

ntroduced 1985 - 1986
Number built - 205
The MG Metro 6R4
(6 cylinder R rear engine
4 wheel drive) was a pure
out and out competition
car that retained a couple
of panels from the original
Metro body, but enough to
clearly identify it as a Metro.
It was built with the active
assistance of Williams GP
Engineering who at the
time the project was started
(1981) were at the pinnacle
of F1 success and interestingly Austin Rover was a
sponsor of Williams at this
time.
The car was built just for the
purpose of achieving international
rally success for Austin Rover and
based upon a space frame chassis.
Suspension was then attached direct to
this chassis with suitable space being
present for the rear mounted engine
and four wheel drive system. The
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car was built to the famous Group B
international rally specifications and
this group included such well known
competitors from other manufacturers such as the Audi Quattro Sport,
Peugeot 205 T16, Lancia Delta S4 and
Ford RS200.
Notably the big difference with
the Metro compared to
all others in this group
was the fact that it was
the only one using a
larger capacity naturally
aspirated engine, where
all the others were using
smaller capacity forced
induction engines. It
has to be remembered
that at this time turbo
charging had become
the fashionable way to
creating performance
versions of mainstream
cars as it was cheaper
to add a turbo to an
existing engine than to
develop a larger capacity new one.
Even so turbo
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charging on cars was relatively crude
and one common shortcoming was
a condition known as turbo lag, the
time between operating the throttle
and when the engine saw boost and
accelerated hard. The larger capacity
non turbo engine would provide instant throttle response by comparison
and so the theory was that it would
more than offset the loss of top end
power over the boosted rivals.
Whilst that theory was no doubt
true at the start of the 6R4 programme,
developments saw a reduction of the
lag and significant increases in the top
end horse power, so the 6R4 was never
truly competitive. However, that is not
to say it wasn’t quick as the acceleration and traction even by current
standards is staggering. The international specification cars would achieve
a 0 to 60mph time of around 3.0 to 3.2
seconds and the G forces pinning you
to the seat would, from the author’s experience, try and fold your face around
the integral head rests of the seats. The
gearing was obviously low to maximise the acceleration so that top speed
would equate to maximum rpm and

be achievable on the
specific routes the
car would be driving. Read that to be
a maximum usually
set at between 110
and 120 mph at
around 9000rpm.
Clearly the engine able to deliver
this was something
special, like the rest
of the car. It was
a special one off
designed 2997cc
V6, which was
originally loosely
based on the Rover
V8. Indeed the first
development engines used to power
prototype cars was a Rover V8 with
two cylinders lopped off. The finished
engine was designated V64V standing
for V6 for the configuration and 4V denoting four valves per cylinder. It was
a completely new engine designed just
to power the 6R4 and utilised normal
advanced race engine technology of
the period, which is commonplace in
the 21st Century. However, even today
a V6 with quad cams and four valves
per cylinder producing around 410bhp
with a rev limit of 9000rpm, will be
regarded as very interesting. In 1985 it
was a specification to drool over.
To comply with homologation
rules of the period cars had to be made
in a production run of at least 200 cars,
plus for an ‘Evolution’ model a further
20 cars must be made. Interestingly
records show that only 205 were made
in total. Most cars were built to what is
know as the ‘Clubman’ specification
which used less focussed specification with the main difference being
the use of a single throttle injection
system rather than a multiple throttle
system, and a ‘cooking’ power output
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of 250bhp, still outstanding
for the day when 150bhp was a
rare sight.
The top spec factory car
was known as the ‘International’ spec with the obvious
connection to it being built
to International spec Group B
rules. Initially the engines in
this spec delivered ‘only’ 385
bhp, but as with most active
competition development, that
was to rise.
Indeed after the banning
of the Group B cars because of
safety worries (the cars were
simply too quick and delivering comparable acceleration to
Formula 1 cars) the 6R4 was to
see a continuing successful and
active career in various arms
of motorsport with further
power developments and some
smaller 2.5 litre versions of the
V64V engine to help cap power
which was similar in this capacity to the earlier 3 litre capacity
engines, plus the shorter throw
crank aided the rev capacity of
the engine and reliability. The
most powerful and in some
aspects the most successful
versions were seen in the hands of
Will Gollop in international Rallycross
where his turbocharged 700 plus bhp
6R4 scored many international victories and took him to several titles.
The MG Metro is not seen as one
of the favoured MG classics but there is
no mistaking that the MG Metro 6R4 is
one of the greatest rally cars of all time
and as such makes it one of the greatest
MGs too.
Brief technical specifications…
Bore and Stroke: 92mm x 75mm
Capacity: 2991 cc
Valve Gear: 2 overhead cams per
bank. 4 valves per cylinder.
Compression ratio: 12:1
Ignition: Lucas Micos electronic
Fuel Injection: Lucas Micos six
point electronic
Transmission: 5 speed dog
engaged manual gearbox with per36

manent four wheel drive. Borg & Beck
twin plate diaphragm clutch 7” dia.
Viscous centre coupling. Prop shaft
drive to front differential, quill shaft
drive to rear. Fully articulating drive
shafts.
Suspension: Front; Independent,
coil spring, strut and bottom wishbone. Bilstein telescopic gas filled
dampers, anti-roll bar. Ride height,
camber, toe-in and anti-roll are all
adjustable. Rear: Independent, coil
spring, strut bottom wishbone and
trail link. Bilstein gas filled telescopic
dampers, anti-roll bar. Ride height,
camber, toe-in and anti-roll are all
adjustable.
Steering: Rack and pinion, 2.5
turns lock to lock.
Brakes: Dual circuit, with adjustable ratio split front to rear.
Front: 12” dia ventilated discs.
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Rear: 12” dia ventilated dies. Four piston
calipers all round.
Handbrake: hydraulic
lever acting on rear
discs.
Wheels: Dymag
die-cast magnesium
alloy with various
Michelin tyres dependent on conditions.
Body: Three door
bodyshell with glass
reinforced plastic
wheel arches and
sills. Front and rear
aerofoils. Fabricated
front and rear chassis
frames. Two main longitudinal chassis
members. Integral full roll cage. Two
seats with full rally harness. Fully instrumented dashboard (conventional
Metro dash on homologation car)
Wheelbase: 2391 mm Track:
Front: 1510mm Rear: 1550mm
Performance: International spec:
0-60 mph 3.2 seconds. 0-110 mph
10.00 secs. Clubman spec: 0-60 mph
4.5 seconds. 0-100 mph 12.8 secs.
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Servicing- MGF-K Series Timing Belt Replacement

Article and images provided By Mark Jones, Post Abingdon Register

T

he safe, reliable, and economical performance of the MGF
depends largely on how well
it is maintained. The MGF’s K-series
engine uses a timing belt rather than
timing chain like the B-series engine,
which requires periodic replacement.
Rover Group’s recommendation for
the MGF was to replace the timing belt
every 60 months (five years) or 60,000
miles. Given that most people don’t
put a lot of miles on their F during
the course of the summer, chances
are you’ll reach the five year mark
long before you’d get to 60,000 miles.
Rover Group suggested the following
list of items to be replaced at the 60
month/60,000 mile service interval:
Camshaft timing belt, Rear camshaft
timing belt (VVC engines only),
Timing belt tensioner, Water pump,
Alternator belt, Fuel filter, Distributor
cap, Rotor arm, Spark plugs, and Spark
plug wires.
The MGF’s engine came equipped
with platinum spark plugs. Probably
your F will reach half that mileage (or
less) in five years, so I don’t see the
need the replace them at this point,
but probably worth inspecting them.
This also goes for the distributor cap,
rotor arm, and plug wires. All of these
items should be inspected but
I wouldn’t replace them unless
they are giving you problems.
The alternator belt should
definitely be replaced every
five years. I’ve read on more
than one occasion about the
alternator belt failing and the
failed belt cutting through the
timing belt cover and the timing belt; causing the pistons
to hit the valves (interference
engine). One item you’ll notice
missing from this list is the
air filter. Rover Group recommended changing the air filter,

3 Crankshaft locking tool.

location that the tensioner bolts to on
the cylinder head is slightly different
between a manual and auto tensioner.
Just because you have a 1998 or earlier
MGF doesn’t mean the engine has a
manual tensioner installed. Due to
the F’s head gasket/overheating issues,
many early cars are running around
with cylinder heads from later cars.
1 Auto tensioner on the left manual
tensioner on the right.

along with the brake and clutch fluid,
every 24 months/24,000 miles.
There were two different timing
belts, as well as belt tensioners used on
the K-series engine. A 23mm timing
belt and a manual belt tensioner were
used from 1995 through 1998 MGF.
For the 1999 model year, the switch
was made to a 26mm timing belt
and an automatic belt tensioner. The
tensioners are not interchangeable; the

2 Camshaft locking tool.
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4 View of MGFs engine compartment.

So it’s best to check which tensioner
is installed on your F’s engine before
placing a parts order.
It may seem odd to replace the
water pump at this time and I questioned the rationale behind replacing
it myself, so I spoke with Roger Parker,
the MGOC’s technical contact. Roger
told me, “Real world experience shows
that the water pump’s life on a car that
is doing average annual mileage will
need replacing at around 70 to 80,000
miles, but that cars doing much less
mileage, and especially those where
there are longer periods of inactivity,
many start to see the pump weeping
coolant from around 25 to 30,000
miles.” To me this means that the
pump is certainly good for more than
five years, but chances are good that
it will start weeping before getting to
the next timing belt change interval,
and given the amount of
work needed to change
the water pump, it is best
to change it at the same
time as the timing belt.
Another good reason
for replacing the water
pump is that it forces you
to change the coolant.
Changing the timing belt might seem
daunting given that
there is an immovable
rear fender preventing
you from seeing the
front end of the K-series
engine, but it’s really not
that hard. The MGF’s
workshop manual gives
an excellent step by step
procedure for replacing
the timing belt and the
water pump, so I won’t be
repeating the procedure
here, but what I do want
to do is provide some tips
that I have learned to
help make it even easier.
The first time you replace
the timing belt I’d allow
an afternoon, but the
next time will probably
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your best new friend
when it comes to
working on the F
because it is full of
steel bolts in alloy
parts.) One item that
I feel is a must is a
mirror or two. A sixinch round mirror is
handy for sitting on
top of the RH engine
mount so that you
can see to align
the camshafts gear
timing marks, also
one on a telescopic
handles comes in
handy.
Taking the tim5 View of water pump with tensioner removed.
ing belt cover off the
front of the engine is
straight forward but
there is one bolt that
holds the cover on
from the backside of
the water pump; not
the easiest to get to.
Once the camshaft
timing marks are
aligned, and you
have inserted the
camshaft locking
tool, you have to
remove the crank
bolt. To get that nut
off requires either
fitting a flywheel
locking tool in place
of the starter motor
before attempting
6 Water pump has been removed.
to remove the bolt
using a socket and
only take you about two hours.
There are certainly some tools that breaker-bar or the use of an impact
wrench. The flywheel locking tool and
you will need such as a good selecbreaker bar is the correct way and the
tion of metric wrenches and sockets.
flywheel locking tool is needed when
You will find that 1/4” drive sockets
re-torquing the crank bolt to 205 Nm.
will come in very handy. Those gear
The water pump uses a rubber Owrenches are handy as well. You will
need two torque wrenches: the normal ring type gasket. No sealant is needed
but I do use a couple of very small dabs
one that you would use on your MGB
of silicone to ensure that the gasket
(best if it has a Nm scale) as well as one
stays in its groove on the back of the
that can torque from around 5 Nm
water pump while maneuvering the
to 30 Nm. A bottle of anti-seize is a
pump up into its spot; there’s not
must. (Anti-seize is going to become
40
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7 Tightening the tensioner.

enough room to maneuver the pump
and hold the gasket in place between
the rear sub-frame and the inner wheel
well.
Installing a new timing belt can
be performed by one person; but as
I found out this past spring, it’s a lot
easier with two people. Start with one
person just putting the edge belt on
the edge of the camshaft pulleys and
then a person down below engaging
the belt onto the crank gear, ensuring
that the belt is as tight as possible between the crank gear and the camshaft

pulleys. Then feed the
belt around the water
pump and then the tensioner. Once the belt is on
the leading edge of each
gear and pulley it can be
pushed inward until the
belt is centered on each
gear and pulley.
Once you have
tensioned the belt as per
the manual, rotate the
crankshaft twice and
recheck the pulley tension. You will normally
have to adjust the tension
a bit but if you have not
kept the tension of the
belt between the crank
gear and the camshaft
pulleys while initially installing the
belt, you could be out a cog/tooth. You
will know right away if the crank shaft
and camshaft timing marks do not
align; the crankshaft timing mark will
be forward of the alignment mark on
the oil pump. This is easy to correct by
rotating the camshafts (with the belt
still on) until the camshaft locking
tool is reinserted, take the belt off and
rotate the crankshaft backwards until
the dots on the crank gear are aligned
with the mark on the oil pump. NOTE:
the K-series is
an interference
engine: don’t be
turning the crank
a revolution in
order to align the
marks. As an FYI,
I was working
on a friend’s car
where the crank
gear mark was off
by a cog/tooth
when the camshaft
pulleys where
properly aligned.
The car seemed to
work okay, but the
timing should be
corrected and set
properly.

8 Crank gear dots aligned with oil pump mark.
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following improvements over the HS
series:

HIF Carbs

Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

M

ost MG owners are well
acquainted with the SU HS2,
HS4, and HS6 series carburetors. These units were direct descendents of the H-Series carburetors
found on the pre-war cars up to and
including the MGA and Z Magnette.
The improvements of the HS-Series
over the H-Series included some clever
engineering of the float bowl attachment for a variety of angles without
recasting the float bowl; a new flexible
jet tube to communicate the level of
the fuel in the float bowl with the
height in the jet; and new linkages for
synchronizing multiple carburetors
and enrichment mechanisms. The net
result was a carburetor that performed
much as the H-Series did, albeit while
being much less prone to leaking.
The HS-Series were used for the first
10 years of MGB production and this
probably accounts for the familiarity
most owners have with the series.
In 1973 however, the emission
rules on the North American side of
the pond were getting difficult to
handle with the HS-Series, particularly
the HC (Hydrocarbon), NOx (Nitrogen
Oxides), and CO (Carbon Monoxide)
emissions. Something needed to be
done, and the engineers at SU came up
with a rather elegant solution, the HIFSeries carburetor. Although used for

only three years of production, many
MG owners prefer the HIF-Series; and
those that don’t probably would if they
learned the benefits and the ease at
which the carburetors can be adjusted.
This isn’t to suggest that you toss out
your venerable HS4 models in favor
of the HIF4, but it is more to say that
there is no need to fear owning a 1972,
1973, or 1974 MGB equipped with this
series of carburetors. See image below.
Table 1: Proposed Exhaust Emission
Standards from 1970 Clean Air Act

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The immediate apparent difference between the two series is the
integral float bowl on the HIF4s. In
fact, HIF is an acronym for Horizontal,
Integral Float. But if that is the only
difference taken away from observance of the HIF series then the series
is being sold very short.
The main problem with meeting
the emissions controls proposed for
1973 with the HS series occurred during part throttle operation and idling.
To that end, the HIF incorporated the

HS4s on the left; HIF4s on the right. The noticeable difference is the integral float bowl
beneath the HIF4s. But there is so much more!
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Fuel temperature /viscosity compensation
Modification of the jet circuit for
part throttle by-pass
Rotary valve enrichment for starting
Concentrically located float relative to the jet
Sealed throttle shafts
The HIF also continued the use
of the HS series emissions devices
which were progressively added to
HS series carburetors from the 1967
legislation:
Spring-loaded jet needle assembly
Vent tubes for fuel venting and
crankcase ventilation
Throttle controllers on deceleration
(throttle disc poppet valve)

jet, raising it and lowering it as needed.
The simple nature of the bi-metallic
blade means that the carburetor, once
in a warmed up state, can be properly
adjusted for any temperature of fuel,
and once so adjusted will continue to
compensate whether the fuel becomes
warmer or cooler from the adjustment
state. This allows the mixture adjustment to operate more efficiently over a
wider range of fuel temperatures, and
exhaust emissions can be kept within
closer limits during cold start and
warm up.

Finally, the HIF continued the operation of the metering unit utilizing
a variable choke (throttle opening) by
the use of a piston moving the metering needle up and down a jet in response to the air flow into the engine.
To fully explain the new features of the
HIF series we are going to concentrate
on the first set of bullets.

Fuel Temperature
Viscosity Compensation

The flow of fuel into the jet is primarily affected by its viscosity, which
is largely dependent on its temperature. HS-Series carburetors sometimes
run overly rich and bog down in very
warm weather which is why our cars
are sometimes much more fun to
drive on cool, sunny, fall days. Warm
fuel not only creates an undesirable
running condition, but the higher
viscosity of the fuel also means more
unburned fuel for a given metered
needle/jet relationship. In the HIF, the
fuel temperature compensation is by
virtue of a bi-metallic blade submerged
in the fuel in the float chamber. The
blade is part of the lever assembly that
adjusts the jet height. As the fuel temperature changes the blade deflects the

The bi-metallic blade and jet adjusting
lever assembly. The spring loaded screw
at the bottom fixes the assembly in the
carburetor body, while the adjusting
screw on the left pushes the lever as it is
turned in, lowering the jet and making the mixture richer. The bi-metallic
portion responds to the temperature of
the fuel and raises and lowers the jet as
it flexes. The fuel inlet for the jet is the
black elbow fitting which is immersed
along with the bi-metallic lever in the
fuel. The level of the fuel in the jet is
determined by the height of the fuel in
the float bowl.

In practice, the bi-metallic blade
has a range of motion equivalent to
about 1/2 turn of the mixture screw,
or 0.015 inch of jet height. One turn
of the mixture screw moves the jet up
or down around 0.030 of an inch, and
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since our typical target for depth of
the jet from the bridge is about 0.063
inches, one and a half to two turns in
(clockwise for richer) from flush is a
good starting point for the HIF series
mixture adjustment.

Modification of the Jet Circuit
for Part Throttle by-pass

For previous H and HS series
carburetors at part throttle operation
the air velocity in the main bore of the
carburetor is comparatively low. This
does not contribute well to the atomization and mixing of the fuel which is
added to the airstream via the jet and
needle arrangement. The HIF series
overcomes this by adding a special jet
circuit as a part throttle by-pass. The
following illustration from the book
Tuning S.U. Carburetters by G.R. Wade
shows how that circuit works.

just at the throttle disc edge (number
1 in the figure). Some HIF series have
a small tube emerging at this point,
and a corresponding throttle disc
cutout, while others have the port in a
machined divot at approximately the
same station. When the throttle disc is
at part throttle conditions, the resulting vacuum at the edge of the disc
pulls the mixture through the smaller
passage increasing the air velocity of
the mixture and aiding the complete
fuel atomization with the air. A slot
(number 4 in the figure) in the piston
base corresponds with and shrouds
the rectangular duct opening in the
carburetor bridge, guiding the mixture
into the by-pass passage. One of the
important adjustment points in the
HIF series arises because of the slot in
the bass of the piston. It is important
to set the needle so it is flush not with
its immediate area, but instead with
the basic overall base of the piston.

Rotary Valve Enrichment for Starting

This figure from the book Tuning S.U.
Carburetters illustrates the workings of
the part throttle by-pass to improve fuel
atomization at low air velocities.

To increase the atomization at low
air flow velocities, the by-pass system
directs the fuel and air mix from the
main throttle bore into a small diameter passageway that leads from a duct
(number 2 in the figure) next to the jet
orifice at the carburetor bridge (number 3 in the figure) to a discharge point
44

vThe third main improvement of
the HIF series over the HS series was
necessitated by the jet being enclosed
in the integral float bowl. No longer
was it convenient to use a lever to pull
the jet to a lower position to enrich the
mixture for cold starts. Instead, an external enrichment device was needed.
The designers choose to incorporate a
rotary valve.
The valve is well sealed (number
2 and 4 in the figure), and is keyed by
the semicircular cut out shown in the
figure as view ‘D’ and ‘E’. The valve
allows the flow from passage way ‘A’ in
the figure to exit as shown in the view
‘F’ when the valve is rotated, aligning
the hole in the valve (number 5 in the
figure) with the passageway. The valve
is held in place with a retaining plate
and screws, and has a gasket to further
facilitate the sealing. Because the hole
in the valve is a V-shaped grove, the
enrichment is progressive. Fuel is always at rest according to the float level
in location ‘A’, and turning the engine
over creates the vacuum which draws
fuel through the valve for starting.
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Concentrically Located Float
Relative to the Jet

This figure from the book Tuning S.U.
Carburetters illustrates the workings of
the rotary valve enrichment for starting
on an HIF series carburetor.

This view shows the orientation of the
float in the integral float chamber.
Because the float surrounds the jet, the
level of the fuel in the float chamber in
the center is very consistent. This leads
to more precise fuel metering.

One of the drawbacks to the
HS-Series is the off-center float bowl
set to the rear and side of the jet. This
not only requires a transverse tube
of some fashion, but it also allows
the level of the fuel in the jet to vary
depending on the level of the car as it
travels up and down hills and under
side loads due to prolonged turns. If
the level of the fuel is allowed to vary,
the level of the fuel in the jet varies
as well, affecting the basic mixture
adjustment of the carburetor. To
overcome this limitation, the HIF
with its integral float chamber allows
the float to be centered around the
jet, and the jet to be centered in the
float bowl. This feature assures that
the fuel is nearly always at the same
level at the jet opening, regardless
of the orientation of the carburetors
with respect to gravity or side forces.

The floats on the HIF series are
‘handed’ and they don’t always
seem to match the diagrams published in the past. Most frequently,
the metal tab appears to be on the
‘wrong’ side of the float, but they still
work fine. The key is for the saddle
portion to be oriented correctly
relative to the lid and the jet lever.
The float height is established by
setting the saddle of the float 1mm
(about 0.039 inches) lower than the
lip of the body. A specially machined
dowel can be used for that purpose.
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Sealed Throttle Shafts

MG owners with HS-Series
carburetors know that worn
throttle shafts are common;
and because the shafts and
the bushes in the HS4 are of
the same material, the wear
seems to be distributed equally
between the shafts and the
bushes. Eventually, even with
a new shaft, the bushes need to
be removed and replaced (while
maintaining disc alignment)
to prevent leakage under idle
conditions. Ironically, the HS2
carburetors do not have bushes,
After the throttle disc and shafts are installed on
and the throttle shafts instead
run in the material of the carbu- an HIF series carburetor, the seals are set into the
counter bores provided in the bodies. Note that
retor body. These have shown
over the years to be much more the seal lip faces into the bore.
Series devices.
wear resistant, and HS2 carbureAlthough the HIF series may have
tors almost never need re-bushing and
been able to meet the more stringent
can be repaired by simply replacing
requirements of 1975 and beyond, the
the throttle shafts.
Worn throttle shafts are a problem bean counters at British Leyland, who
were primarily Triumph folk, decided
because when setting up the idle mixthat their efforts would be focused
ture the carburetors are set too rich to
compensate for the extra air coming in on a single, Triumph designed Zenith
Stromberg carburetor and a destrucat the shafts. The needles and jets are
tive catalytic afterburner for future
like an analog program and if comemissions requirements. So in North
pensated richer at idle, will remain
America anyway, the SU carburetor
rich throughout their range when the
saw its last use in 1974.
impact of the leaking throttle shafts
is greatly overcome by the airflow
through the main bore. If the leakage
As a bonus, here is a guide to help you
becomes great enough, the carburetors
correctly set up your HIF carburetors
may not respond to a low idle setting
on your MGB.
and instead idle well above 1,000 RPM.
Check your cylinder head valve
The HIF-Series solved this probsettings (0.015 in) and check compreslem by incorporating lip seals inset
sion. Compression should be within
into specially machined counter bores
10% on every cylinder. Set timing to
which prevent dirt from being drawn
get 32 degrees all in at max mechaniinto the throttle shafts. The throttle
cal advance (should be about 3500
shafts on SU Carburetors were deRPM) with vacuum advance disconsigned for temperature expansion reanected.
sons to have a 0.0025 inch clearance
Make sure you have a cold start
in the bushings. Dirt mixed in oil can
valve return spring going to the heat
provide grit that wears the assembly.
shield.
The seals also contribute to preventing
1.      Slacken the throttle spindle
air leakage if wear does occur. As a furand cold start valve interconnections.
ther precaution, the HIF-Series return
Make all adjustments evenly on the
spring configuration for the throttle
two carburetors.
shafts is less likely to add a side load to
2.      Unscrew the throttle adjustthe shafts than was present on the HSing screw until it is just clear of the
46
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throttle lever with the throttle closed.
Check that the cold start valve is fully
closed (cold start valve out of action,
you need a bit of slack in the cold start
cable for this) and that the fast idle
adjusting screw is well clear of the
cam. Failure to observe this may result
in the throttle being held open when,
by external examination, it appears
closed. Turn the throttle adjusting
screw one and one half turns clockwise to open the throttle for a datum
position.
3.      Lift the piston with the
piston lifting pin, checking that it falls
freely when the pin is released.
4.      Lift the piston high enough
to reveal the bridge and jet. Turn the
jet adjusting screw counter-clockwise
to bring the top of the jet flush with
the bridge, or as near the top as possible. Turn the adjusting screw two
turns clockwise to set the jet height to
a datum position. Repeat the test in 3
above to check for freedom of movement.
5.      Add motor oil to the piston
damper to 0.5 inch above the hollow
piston rod. Refit the damper. Do not
over tighten.
6.      Start and run the engine until
it reaches normal operating temperature, and continue to run for approximately five minutes in order to ensure
that the engine is ‘soaked’ at the
correct temperature and that an even
temperature gradient is established.
7.      Set the idle speed (850 – 1000
rpm) by adjustment of the throttle adjusting screws. Ensure that the air flow
through each carburetor is the same by
listening in a small bore tube placed
0.25 inches into the intake, or use an
external metering device.
8.      Set the mixture strength
by adjustment of the jet adjusting
screw (turn clockwise to enrichen and
counter-clockwise to weaken) until
the fastest engine speed (with a given
throttle adjusting screw position) is
obtained. This fastest engine speed
must be obtained when adjusting from
a weak mixture setting and approaching a rich setting so having found the

correct setting, turn the screw counteclockwise until a small but perceptible
fall in speed is noticed (25 to 50 rpm),
then turn the screw clockwise very
slowly until the maximum speed is
regained. If the correct position is
overshot, open the throttle(s) to clear
the engine, return to a weak stetting
and repeat the turning procedure. Ensure that all screws are turned an equal
amount. Using a good tachometer that
you can see from the engine bay is
really helpful for this, especially if you
don’t hear as well as you used to.
9.      Re-adjust idle speed if needed.
Re-check the balance of the airflows.
10. Reconnect the throttle spindle
interconnecting linkage ensuring that
there is clearance between the drive
pins on the linkage ends and the lower
edges of the forks. Tighten the clamping bolts and check that the rod has
approximately 0.050 inch of end float.
11. Run the engine at fast idle and
check the balance of the airflows again
12. With the cold start valves
fully closed (the fast idle cams against
their stops) reconnect the interconnecting linkage. Operate the control
and check that both valves start to
move simultaneously. Check that
there is 0.060 inch free movement
of the mixture control (choke) cable
before the cable moves the cams.
13. Set fast idle. Pull out the
mixture control (choke) cable on the
vehicle instrument panel until the arrows marked on the cams are directly
under the fast idle adjusting screws.
Turn the fast idle adjusting screws
equal amounts to obtain 1200 rpm fast
idle speed.
14. Refit the air cleaners.
You can also try the lifting pin to
check the mixture adjustment. After
you get the mixture right the amount
of lift to check for mixture is about
1/16 of an inch or less. BUT, the RPM
will rise only slightly and only briefly,
maybe 25 or 50 RPM and for a fraction
of a second before it settles back down.
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The Three R’s –
Restoration, Refurbishment, and Repair
By Barry Rosenberg, British Car Service

C

ustomers are having a problem
again with the definition of
a few words in our language;
restoration, refurbishment and repair.
Let me quickly give you my definition.
A restoration is a complete and total
rebuild of a car including every single
component being removed, cleaned,
repaired and made as good as new or
replaced with new as long as it appears
as original; even if the part is working
at the time of disassembly. From the
body and frame to the smallest “P” clip
and everything in between, noting is
left untouched.
A refurbishment is a lot less. All
the mechanicals necessary for a car to
be driven safely are rebuilt. Originality
is not as critical as in a restoration. The
body and interior are made to look as
good as possible without a complete
redo. There can be some areas left
untouched. The front suspension can
be left alone if the bushings have little
play or wear. As long as it is safe and in
no danger of failing, a system does not
need replacing.
Repairing is making a bad item
good. I can build a front suspension
without completely stripping the parts
and painting them as original. Each
item is made to work as it should and
only the bad areas are addressed. Your
brakes can be repaired without touching your suspension but not if doing a
restoration.
Financially, there are massive
differences in cost. A repair is the least
costly as we are only fixing the one
or two items not working. The costs
associated with these are easy enough
to quote within a few dollars as we
know what we will need. A refurbishment is a lot more expensive. It is a lot
harder to quote as you have to go thru
the entire car and determine what
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all needs repairing. One can then go
thru a parts book and price out almost
all the parts cost associated with the
needed repairs. Labor is then figured
in and a total is given to the customer.
Now, a restoration is a whole nother
ball game.
On almost any car out there that
you are contemplating having restored, you can expect the cost to be at
least twice a refurbishment. I know of
no restoration that can be done for less
than $25,000. Wow, why so much? A
car that has been sitting for a few years
can be refurbished and made into a
safe running car between $2,500 up to
$12,000 depending on the amount of
work needed. If the engine is bad and
needs rebuilding you are looking at the
higher side. If the engine can be made
to run but the carbs need rebuilding,
it will be considerably less. But when
you are talking about completely
stripping a car to the bare bones and
doing a full rebuild, the time it takes
grows exponentially. So, think very
seriously about what you really want
done before talking to a shop. We may
be using a different definition of these
words than you.
I have refurbished cars that have
sat for 30 years or more. I have done
complete restorations and kept the cost
around the $25,000 range in the past.
But today, having a complete restoration done on most old British cars is a
waste of money. You can always buy
one someone else has done for a lot
less than doing your car. If you have
great sentimental attachment to yours,
swap ID #s and bank the savings. Most
shops do not like doing full restorations because of the time and space
they take. One car can easily take the
space of three when being restored.
Another reason is the time/cost prob-
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lem.
If I or any shop quotes you four
hours to do something on the car,
from a flat rate book or program, and
it takes three, you still get charged
the four hours. The shop beat the flat
rate book. If it takes five hours and the
shop is honest, you get charged the
quoted four hours. The shop loses one
hour of pay. When restoring a car, it is
very difficult to quote how long it will
take to restore each and every item.
How long does it take to sand blast a
suspension piece, prime and paint it
with good paint and not rattle can
stuff? How many parts will need that
treatment? It adds up quickly. Make
sure you understand these differences
when you drag your old car out of
storage and to a shop. I write written quotes for any big refurbishment
or restoration, some run 30 pages or
more. Just buy a Miata.
I have one more thing to say. I saw
an article about Nissan having a fully
autonomous Leaf in a few years. I have
heard police and insurance companies
say our cars are the least likely to be
stolen because they are stick shifts and
the new generation of thieves cannot
drive them. This indicates to me we
need to get young people into our cars.
The request for driving permits for
young kids is decreasing as more and

more lose interest in driving. When
they do get a license, they will be the
purchasers of cars like the new Leaf.
And who will be able to repair these
cars in the future?
Where, in the automotive schools
and classes is valve adjusting being taught. If your car doesn’t have
a computer in it, how can they plug
into it to diagnose the problems? Who
will know how to rebuild the engines
or transmissions? So, if you are lucky
enough to find a buyer or you leave it
to a heir, who will they get to maintain
and repair the old British cars? I ain’t
going to do this forever.
Driving our cars is fun and we
need to show this to the younger
generation. I tried to talk two customers out of a full restoration on a MGTD
and a MGB. I explained to both that
the cost would be almost double the
cost of buying one already done. And
when they get tired of the car, or die,
there will be no one to take it over and
care for it properly. Car shows and
mountain drives are fun for some of
us, but not the younger generation.
What suggestions do you have to
involve young people in our hobby?
How can we guarantee there will be
people wanting our old British cars
when we can no longer fit into them?
barry@britishcarservicega.com

NEW FOR MG 2016 REGALIA

MG 2016 Charm for bracelet
NAMGBR Silver Jubilee
or necklace - $5.00
25th Anniversary pin - $5.00
Earrings – pair - $12.00
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MGB Engine Conversion

By Jim Blackwood, WVBCC, BritishV8, Spurious,
British-American Deviant Automotive Sportscar Society.
By Owner: Blackwood Labs Prototype Development, +Mfg, LLC 3D metal printing.

R

ick Ingram asked me to write a
follow up to the 302 SBF/Rover
comparison so I said I’d see what
I could come up with. Maybe it would
be sensible to broaden the perspective, since there have been such a wide
range of engines swapped into the
MGB that it is almost dizzying to try
and choose between them.
The MGB is a very good platform
for an engine swap – perhaps the best
one ever. It has limitations of course,
but on the plus side it is a common
enough car, is quite attractive in a
timeless sort of way, is affordable,
has quite good handling even today,
and perhaps most importantly the
body tub was overbuilt to such an
extent that it will handle quite high
horsepower levels without additional
reinforcement. And this is important
as power levels increase. Hundreds
of cars have been converted, exactly
how many we do not know. There
are a couple hundred archived in the
BritishV8.org site’s Photo Galleries and
that probably represents the tip of the
iceberg.
Leaving arguments for or against
aside for the moment, if the original
engine is brought back to ‘60s specification it does have adequate power
to keep up with modern traffic if it
is driven hard enough to do it. And
therein lies the rub. A more powerful engine can do so much better and
work less hard in the process. It is fair
to say that an engine conversion most
literally does transform the car. Really
the only thing it was ever lacking in
was power, and we have certainly
solved that problem. The ‘personality’ if you will, of the car remains
unchanged, only adding that certain
something that simply wasn’t there
before.
This brings us to some rather
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specific questions beginning with the
obvious one: How much power? That
is best answered by asking, what do
you want the car to do? My best advice
is for anyone considering a swap to be
brutally honest with themselves in
this phase. If you are not, disappointment will follow. Oh, the car will not
disappoint, no. You will disappoint
yourself. What is the benefit in building a car only to say, “Well, I’d have
been happier with more power!” or
“I wish I hadn’t made it so complicated!”?
Nevertheless, there is a suitable
range of choices available to anyone
and it is just a matter of finding where
in the spectrum you fall. So what do
you want the car to do? Your choices
range from a very decent power
increase at very reasonable costs with
excellent drivability and economy,
past the ability to steer the car with the
throttle, (and I’m sure you know what I
mean if that is your level) and right on
up into insanity.
Obviously as power goes up, cost
and complexity does too as you upgrade other parts of the car to accommodate the power. So let me describe a
few choices to help illustrate. If you’ve
read the earlier article, you already
have a decent feel for the 302 Ford and
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the Rover/small-block Buick variants.
Instead of going over that again, it is
my intention to start at the small end
and work towards the larger. And bear
in mind, here I will be discussing basically stock power and tuning levels.
Any of these engines can be built into
highly strung fire breathing little or
big monsters, no less than the original
1800 could. For a few that may be the
point, but not for most. Plus it’s always
nice to have a little headroom for future developments. So on we go then.
This is meant to give a baseline from
which to make a reasonable choice.
What you do afterwards is your business. Some front wheel drive (FWD)
engines can be easily used, many cannot without some level of difficulty.
As for what is an appropriate
power level, the vast majority of conversions shoot for a power level somewhere between 175 and 300 hp and
that is a very satisfying range. At about
2200-2400lbs of weight that puts you
into a 14:1 to 7.3:1 power to weight
ratio range and in the Muscle Car era
anything better than 10:1 was considered a muscle car. A Nova or Chevelle
with around 300hp (350 small-block
Chevy – SBC – engine) typically
hovered around10-11:1, so that should
give a reasonable basis for comparison.
By contrast the same 3200 lb Chevelle
would need 440 hp to reach the 7.3:1
level that you can achieve with 300. So
realistically the small-block Ford (SBF)
or small-block Buick (SBB) engine in
an MGB is about the same as a big
block in a Chevelle. However, depending on the torque characteristics of
the engine less than 175hp can still be
far superior to stock. I have run a very
low compression 215 that probably
only made about 125hp, but due to
the torque band it was far, far better
than the 1800. Simply no comparison
in fact. But this would be very different with a higher revving motor that
made the same horsepower. At around
300hp, you get into the range of power
that allows you more leeway in playing
with the car. At this point, and above,
you begin to be able to break traction

at will and this means that such antics
for instance as using the throttle to
swing the back end of the car around
to make a tight U-turn such as you
might do on a two-lane road rather
than reversing to make a 3-point turn
now become not just possible, but surprisingly easy. The wider and higher
the torque band is, the more controlled
such maneuvers become.
Let’s start with 4-cylinder engines then. Why? Just because some
people like them, because as a whole
they are quite good, and because they
may meet the goals of some owners
better than any other choice. Be aware
however that even a well done I4
conversion is not real likely to enhance the resale value of the car and
in most cases is likely to reduce it. So
is your overarching goal fuel economy
perhaps? Then how about a VW turbo
diesel? There is no kit, but it does fit
the engine compartment with some
modification of ancillaries. We know
of one or two swaps in the works but
currently have no confirmation of a
completed swap. You could be the first
or perhaps an EcoTec, EcoBoost, or for
that matter any of the new generation
4-cylinders.
There is even an old school Chevy
that is well respected in racing circles,
and a huge Mercruiser that comes in
at 224 cubic inches and that’s 3.7 liters
for the metric folks, though that one
can’t possibly be kept under the stock
hoodline. Nissan, Mazda, Toyota,
Saab, and other swaps have been done.
One TR6 owner runs 10 second quarter
miles with his turbo Ford 4-cylinder.
They all improve power, most improve economy, and retain that busy
4-cylinder feel, but what they all have
in common is that nobody makes a kit
so you are on your own for such things
as motor mounts, headers, and all the
other various bits and pieces. Not that
this should stop you and in many cases
you can adapt pieces from other applications, but certainly you should allow
yourself more time.
Personally I feel a 4 cylinder
engine is more suitable for a lighter
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car such as the Midget where its light
weight can provide more of an advantage, but I don’t fit in a Midget. In general the 4-cylinder engines are going
to fill the gap from stock power levels
up into the vicinity of 200hp, depending on what you use, and let me assure
you that anything from 150 on up is
going to greatly enhance your driving
experience. Bear in mind of course
that to get that power out of these engines you will have to wind them up.
Like the stock engine, the power band
is peaky and the peak is near redline.
(The Mercruiser would be a possible
exception) It’s a different driving style,
but one you should be familiar with.
You really should be honest about why
you are considering a 4-cylinder engine, even if it does have a turbo and a
huge power potential, simply because
you are going to pay some penalties,
and possibly stiff ones at that. The cost
and complexity to convert will generally be high and it will usually take
longer. Then you will stay busy with
the shifter. Is that what you want?
Are there any special considerations?
(I am intrigued by the thought of a
4-cylinder all aluminum 3.7L engine,
but enough to do one? Probably not.
However I would love to see it done.)
In short, the only real limiting factor
with the 4-cylinder engines of any
type is the engine height. They all face
about the same difficulties otherwise.
It would generally be considered
questionable to install an engine
with lower power, shorter life, a worse
service record, worse parts availability, etc, but pretty much any modern
engine would be an improvement. Beware reverse rotation engines such as
some Hondas, take into account electronic controls, and forget about pancake or boxer engines, those are just
not going to fit without rebuilding the
entire front end of the car including
especially the suspension. If you are
going to do this, pick a good, strong,
reliable engine with an easy transmission choice. Some FWD engines are
very difficult to adapt to a RWD installation and expensive to do so. Adapters
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if available, typically cost around $500
each which significantly runs up the
cost. Some excellent combinations are
possible that may perfectly meet your
goals, but be sure of what those goals
really are and carefully research your
prospective choices. There are some
truly wonderful 4-cylinder engines
available.
Let’s move on to the V6 options,
and let’s start this out with what has
become the most popular V6 swap,
the GM V6-60, so called because of the
60-degree angle between the cylinder
banks. Available in 2.8, 3.1, 3.4, 3.5
and 3.9L versions, with the 3.4L being
chosen most often. Kits are available
from Classic Conversions Engineering (CCE) and British Car Conversions
(BCC) with BCC specializing in the
3.5 and 3.9L FWD kits. These swaps are
popular because of the combination of
ease, reasonable cost, and performance
and they can, and do, compete with
the BOPR (Buick, Olds, Pontiac, Rover)
on all of those basis. Top horsepower
for the 3.4L was 185 and the 3.9L
reached 240. Some comparison of the
V6-60 and the BOPR might be in order
here. The V6-60 is so close in weight
(350 lbs) to the original engine as to
not even matter, might as well say it
is the same. The BOPR is about 30 lbs
lighter. After 1974-1/2 the engine compartment was designed specifically for
the Rover V8 (BOPR) and either engine
will fit just fine. Earlier cars will need
a bit more work in either case. The
narrower V of the V6 gives more room
around the engine but it may be a bit
taller. Cost for conversion is going to
be less for the V6, primarily due to
the high cost of the BOPR bellhousing and flywheel. Beyond that there
may be other more esoteric considerations. The V6-60 does not have a lot
of performance support though there
is some.
These engines are an excellent
choice for the average owner. With
any conversion attention must be paid
to axle and transmission gear ratios
and here it will make the difference
between a peppy spirited drive and a
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more long-legged cruiser so the choice
should be made carefully, especially
below the 200 hp power level. The V660 was widely used by GM for
three decades and can readily be found in junkyards.
Many owners simply buy
a manual transmission Camaro to serve as a donor. A
tremendous support community exists on the MGExperience website in the Engine
Swaps forum: (mgexp.com/
phorum/list.php?40) which has
long been the favored hangout for
V6-60 enthusiasts. The swap is well
documented there, is well supported,
and is highly touted as the simplest,
easiest, and cheapest conversion you
can do.
All things considered these are
certainly valid claims. In addition to
CCE and BCC, Brian McCullough of
BMC British Automobile very actively
supports this swap, has done a great
number of conversions, provides
information, and maintains a supply
of parts and components needed to
do the swap and is very active on the
swap forum. Scot Abbott has been
very influential in promoting the low
budget end of the swap spectrum with
timely comments and information
which has led among other things to
the use of the S-10 bellhousing and
external slave cylinder, and encouraged the Camaro purchase approach.
A great number of other individuals
are all too happy to assist with advice
and suggestions.
For many this means the V6-60
is the ideal engine. It certainly has
the potential to provide exceptional
economy, has about the right power
balance, has an upgrade path up
towards the 300hp mark, is available
in carbureted and injected versions,
has a proven reliability record, and as
installed there is still plenty of room
in the engine bay. It does not change
the weight balance of the car at all,
which is an ideal 51/49 ratio stock, and
upgrades to brakes, axle, and radiator
are not required. All in all, a very good

choice. Typically a well done V6-60
swap will enhance the resale value of
the car somewhat, but perhaps not
a great deal. Conversion enthusiasts
have recognized that it is far more
rewarding to think in terms of having the car you really want to drive,
than it is to think about what it would
sell for when it is finished. In short,
the cost/benefit analysis is heavily
weighted with intangibles that pay
off over the owner’s period of car use.
That’s a fancy way of saying it makes
more sense to just go for what you
want than to expect to sell it and make
money, although in the case of the V660 you might possibly stand to make a
buck more readily than with the other
swaps, especially if you were able to do
it in assembly line fashion.
The other V6 in common use
is the Buick V6, a 90-degree engine
and part of the small block Buick
(SBB) line. It is in effect the Buick 300
with two cylinders removed. Series I
engines (3.8L) used the very common
BOP bellhousing and more common
SBB flywheel. Series II and III (3800)
used the later GM Small Corporate
bellhousing pattern, which is the same
as that used by the V6-60. The Buick
Grand National (GN) turbocharged
engines were based on the 3.8L, and
some Buick, Chevy, Pontiac and Olds
cars had the 3800 fitted with an Eaton
supercharger. Power output was up
to 260 hp. Weight is about 30 lbs over
stock. Performance potential is very
high, primarily due to the popularity
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an inexpensive one. It shares many
characteristics with the BOPR but importantly, not the expensive bellhousing and flywheel. Once CCE is able to
announce the availability of headers
this should become a very popular
swap as it has the advantages of the
V6-60 swap plus is easy to upgrade.
A number of Ford V6 engines
have been used in the MGB including
the 2.8, 3.0 Vulcan, and 3.0 SHO. Bill
Guzman of CCE owned one of the 2.8
conversions and others can be found
by running a search on BritishV8.
These are for the most part one-off
conversions and while they do provide
some guidance for someone wanting
a unique combination, as such they
also provide unique challenges to
overcome in completing the project.
As with the 4-cylinder swaps, you are
on your own in terms of putting it all
together, but if something unique is
what you desire it can be done. The
same cautions apply of course. There
are other V6 engines that could also
be used and in general the engine bay
of the MGB will accommodate them
and weight will be acceptable. The
GMC V6 of course would not be a good
choice as it is just too big and heavy.
And that brings us to the V8s. The
same as you see an overlap between
the I4 engines and the V6 engines,
there is an overlap between the V6 and
the V8 engines. The thing to
remember is that, all else
being equal (which
it never is of course)
more displacement
means more
power, a broader
torque band,
and a more forgiving driveline.
This is the thing
that makes V8
engines popular.
Our more popular
choices include the
ck
302 Ford and BOPR
Blo
er
d
engines
we’ve already
n
i
l
y
6C
discussed, but also the
ever popular small block

of the Buick GN.
FWD and RWD versions use the
same block, a very active performance
market exists, forums dedicated solely
to this engine are on the web, and just
about any high performance part you
could wish for is available. Aftermarket
aluminum blocks and heads can be
had from TA Performance and engines
based on these parts have exceeded
1000 hp in turbocharged form. Flow
capacity of their ported heads are
nothing short of remarkable. The
conversion is very similar to the BOPR
and many parts are interchangeable
including the front cover and engine
mounts. Serpentine accessory drives
are available, and in the 3800 version
fuel injection was common. CCE is
currently developing a kit for this
engine, it has been installed in several
MGBs with very good results.
Over 25 million have been produced, it made Ward’s 10 best list of
20th Century engines, and was in use
from 1962 to 2009, over 4-1/2 decades, a record that is hard to match. It
continued to improve over its lifetime,
culminating in a powerplant almost as
modern as the best made today. With
an enviable record for power, reliability, and economy, plus at least a family
connection with the OEM Rover V8
this engine is an excellent choice and
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Chevy (SBC), LS series engines, and
the big block Buick (BBB), with one big
block Chevy conversion as well (BBC).
As a special feature of this group I will
include a more in-depth description of
the Buick engine family for reasons I
will give at that time.
Historically the go-to engine was
the BOPR 3.5L for a number of reasons.
Ken Costello was the first to do this
swap in significant numbers, followed
by the factory in 1974, so it has the
stamp of legitimacy, it is the lightest
commonly used engine, and it was
known to fit, whether it did or not. (i.e.
– chrome bumper cars) But it wasn’t
long before the SBC was used as well
as others and by now we’ve even seen
a few LS powered cars. Deserving of
special notice is the recently completed LS4 of Scott Costanza. Featuring
nicely hand made headers and other
custom touches including a starter
mount that allows this FWD engine to
be used in a North South application,
the overall compactness, low mileage,
and low purchase price of the engine
contributed greatly to Scott’s cost/
benefit ratio. As in all LS conversions
to date, some rather extensive firewall
modification was required, though I
am convinced that if it was a design
goal that could be minimized. Engine
weight is around 450 lbs. No kits obviously.
Of the SBC conversions, almost everyone has featured very large cutouts
in the inner fenderwells for header
clearance. This is unfortunate because
that area is structural and the large
cutout removes a significant amount
of triangulation. The jury is still out
on whether metal fatigue cracking of
the sheet metal is a problem; however,
holes this large are surely not really
necessary if a suitable set of headers
were made. The weight of the engine
is a bit of an issue as the SBC is a rather
heavy engine at around 500 lbs with
an aluminum top end. Offset of course
by output power, performance parts
availability, and compactness. I see
no real reason to go into the virtues
of the SBC engine as those are very

well known. The resultant car is very
powerful of course. In terms of weight,
the SBC is one of if not the heaviest
engine commonly used. In a best case
scenario it adds 150 lbs to the front of
the car and although the MGB tolerates additional weight on the front end
surprisingly well that is enough to notice. It will change the weight balance
of the car from 51/49 to 54/46 which is
still well within the range that can be
compensated for with tuning changes
such as swaybar adjustments and tire
pressures. Stiffer springs will probably be needed though, or it may be
possible to add spacer rings under the
springs if you can find some or have
them made. There are no kits.
There is one BBB conversion,
owned by Tom Cienza which has a
tube frame modification to at least the
front end of the car. The very lightest
BBC, the all aluminum ZL-1 weighs
550 lbs and cast iron is 675. Although
the car is street driven, it seems a bit
specialized.
Among the Ford V8 engines the
302 or 5L is the engine of choice as
mentioned in the earlier article, and
like the SBC there is no real need to
extol its virtues, as we all know it has
great aftermarket support and is inexpensive to build. It is one of the lighter
options at 400 lbs, just 50 lbs heavier
than stock which the MGB will handle
without even showing it, and I would
challenge anyone to prove that this 50
lbs makes any real difference in handling or feel, provided the suspension
is tuned to adjust for it.
Horsepower ratings varied widely
between 225 in the 2-barrel version to
around 300 and more for some specialized engines with crate engines going
quite a bit higher such as Dan Masters’
375hp engine, the standard 4bbl coming in at 250. Later engines had EFI,
roller lifters, and more efficient heads
and were generally referred to as the
5L engines. It is a very good engine for
the MGB, but does require frame and
crossmember modification and the
use of a remote oil filter. The probable engine of choice is the 5L from a
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mid-1997 or later Explorer or Mercury
Mountaineer, which had the newer
and very good GT-40P aluminum
heads. This is also the only engine in
the group that can take advantage of
the amazing qualities of the “B” cam.
(All Hail the Mighty “B” Cam! - Adult
content-Language: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XeOn5FjsYAI )
The 351 Windsor, while basically the
same engine has a taller deck and this
makes it a difficult fit in the MGB engine bay. It could probably be done but
nobody has taken it on. The rest of the
Ford V8 engines really appear to be too
large physically to consider seriously,
including the Mod engines which are
too tall, too wide, and heavy.
Other engines can and have been
used. We’ve seen Jaguar V12, Dodge
Viper V10 projects, and various other
conversions, even a 500+ cu-in Hemi
in a Spitfire and it was very well done
and streetable, so the limits are far
beyond what you might think they
ought to be. I suspect a 500 cu-in
Cadillac V8 could make an interesting
and rewarding project, but haven’t
really looked into it. With aluminum
heads the weight could be brought
down around 500 lbs but I don’t know
about the fit. The caveat of course is
that the project may never get finished and really if what you enjoy is
the journey as opposed to arriving
you may be quite happy with that. Or
possibly go in a different direction and
use one of the new Direct Injection
engines. The current Chevy V6 used
in pickup trucks looks interesting,
and the automakers are getting better
about providing engine management
systems that enthusiasts can use.
The use of the small flathead Ford engine (the V8-60
due to it’s initial output of 60
hp) has even been considered,
which is attractive for the
sake of appearance and sound
almost entirely. The Toyota
1UZ shares size concerns with
other engines such as the Ford
Mod engines, as do all OHC
engines. There is a very sweet
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mini-Hemi used in South America if
you could find one.
And this brings us back to the
Buick family. Why, you might ask, do
some consider me a Buick enthusiast? I
will explain. It is not that I particularly
like Buick engines or consider them
superior. The fact is I have never even
owned a Buick automobile, nor a Buick
engine until I did my first MGB engine
swap in the early 80s, and if I had
known then what I know now I might
not have chosen a Buick engine. But
I might have, considering what was
available at the time. I know I would
not have chosen the 215 because at the
power levels I want it really isn’t strong
enough for long term street use.
But, as it turns out the Buick
family represents a surprisingly flexible set of options for the MGB, with
many and varied upgrade paths, not to
mention the previously noted stamp
of legitimacy. If you recall, the factory
used 3.5L Rover V8 engines. The Rover
V8 was in every respect a Buick engine,
bought and paid for from GM in the
60s. It was an integral member of the
SBB engine family and in fact spawned
the entire line from the V6 to the 300,
the 340 and finally the 350 SBB. Even
the BBB shared major characteristics
and a number of components. To
some people that is important just for
the sake of heritage, but for me it goes
deeper. In the 60s, Buick was doing
pioneering work in the technology
of thinwall casting. This particularly
applied to their new SBB and BBB V8
engine families. At the same time they
were using higher nickel content in
their cast iron and the result was significantly lighter blocks that did not
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compromise strength and had better
wear characteristics as well. The blocks
are a skirted design, adding strength to
the crankcase area. This means a SBB
engine with aluminum heads and intake weighs 400 lbs, or just 50 lbs more
than the stock 4-cylinder engine. Only
the SBF compares in terms of weight
and its block is not quite as strong. So
basically where you can bolt in a BOPR
you can bolt in a 300 SBB, and at least
theoretically a 340 SBB or even a 350
SBB or Buick V6. But it’s best to be just
a bit more selective. The deck heights
changed and the stroke increased, and
in practical terms while a 300 is a nice
fit a 340 or 350 is not. And there are
no headers available for the 350, or
aluminum heads...yet. Still, the 340
or 350 crank can be used to stroke the
300 and a .050” overbore makes it a
350. Better yet, with the right pistons
you can use the stock rods.
Now in addition to sharing the
thinwall casting techniques the BBB
uses a stroke only .050” longer than
the 340/350, making it exceptional
in the big block field. Stroke of the
340/350 is 3.850”. The 455 is only 3.9”,
and the 4.310” bore leaves plenty of
room for big valves. The weight with
aluminum heads and intake is a bit
under 500 lbs with the 455 actually being lighter than the 400, some say by
as much as 50 lbs. When you consider
that the modifications needed to fit
a 340 or 350 into the car are almost
exactly the same as those needed to
fit a 455 and the weight is comparable
to a SBC, it isn’t too hard to go for the
larger engine. Both incidentally share
the same bellhousing, and possibly the
same flywheel.
So what we have here is a complete
engine family, all usable and used in
the MGB with the exception of the
350, which spans all the way from the
V6 to the 455. (The 350 has a different
port layout, where the 300 and 340
can use the BOPR headers.) In terms
of horsepower, just in the SBB line we
have a range of outputs starting with
the OEM MGB GT V8 at 136hp and
going upwards from there to the stock

output of the 340 at 260hp (190 kW)
@ 4000 rpm and 365 lb·ft (495 N·m) @
2800 rpm. The 455 was rated at 350hp
(260 kW) and 510 lb·ft (690 N·m) of
torque at 2800 rpm, more than any
other muscle car engine. Clearly Buick
engineers were focusing on torque,
and this is what makes driving effortless.
The SBBs were limited in valve size
but the aftermarket has come to the
rescue and the latest heads from TA
Performance produce flow ratings that
just about double the old aluminum
300 heads. If that isn’t enough, there is
the BBB and if that isn’t enough these
engines can be built with up to 700 cuin of displacement.
In short, within the same engine
family you can start out small, with
maybe around a 50% boost over stock,
get used to that, and build on it to your
heart’s content, or until it scares you. I
really don’t see that kind of flexibility
in any other choice and that is what
makes me a Buick enthusiast where
MGBs are concerned. It isn’t the only
choice, far from it in fact. But there are
good reasons why the BOPR swap has
been done more than any other.
For my money though I’d make
it a 300 based engine. The reliability
and strength of cast iron plus the extra
displacement for only 50 lbs over stock
and no cutting the body or crossmember. But I’m not the one making a
choice here, you are and after all the
narrowing of choices based on performance and other concrete factors you
still have to weigh in with the esoteric
concerns.
Maybe you simply are loyal to one
brand or another. Perhaps you’d like
a particular sound. The reasons could
be many and varied. It’s up to you to
narrow the field and decide what you
like best. The MGB will happily accommodate any of the above engines,
and each and every one of them can
make it a most excellent car. The really
nice thing is that the MGB, to a very
large degree, will let you indulge your
fantasy to suit your own particulars.
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver

Hi John,
I have 1965 BRG Austin Healey Mark III
BJ8 with five year old tires. I need to find
a place to have them shaved. Ever since I
replaced them I have the infamous Skuttle
shake at 65mph.
—Tom Mitchell
Tom,
Use Allen Hendrix at Hendrix Wire
Wheel in Greensboro, NC. He’s the
man!
John,
Really enjoy your informational videos
on YouTube. They are a very helpful
resource of information on the MG’s and
very entertaining… I have a question for
you: I am working on a 70 Midget that has
been off of the road for quite a bit. Nice
rust free Colorado car. I am in the process
of making and installing a seating
arrangement that will allow me to
comfortably drive (relative term) the
car when I get it running. I think I
can reverse the e-brake lever from
the left side to the right as that
will give me better right leg room. I
am just over 6’2” so every little bit
helps. Is this possible or do I need
to track down a right hand side
e-brake? Thank you, —Rick Carson

You have an excellent resource at
Sportscar Craftsmen in Arvada.
Contact Paul for good used parts. I’m
sure he can help.
From: Paul Dierschow
Rick,
I always appreciate a referral from
my friend John, and I’m happy to
help with whatever you need for
your car. Please refer to our website
to learn about my shop and what
we can do for you. We can help with
an MGB lever which is mounted on
the right side of the tunnel, but you
could also use your existing lever by
flipping it around to the other side
and making it look like a Healey 3000
lever.
To do this, you must dismantle the
lever and replace the ratcheting
sector at the base with one from

Craig,
I am not at all certain you
can use the existing handle
on the opposite side – I’m
fairly certain you cannot.
BUT – you probably can use
an MGB handle with a little
modification. The handbrake
cable will be too short, but
perhaps there is a method of
shortening up an MGB cable.
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the Healey (which I keep in stock for
this purpose), flip the pawl around
backwards, and turn the operating
rod around 180-degrees. Your
mounting bracket for the lever will
have to be modified or fabricated,
as it must be mirror imaged from
what you currently have. A further
complication will be the cable, which
will have to move over to the other
side as well. You will have to move
the forward abutment bracket to the
opposite side of the tunnel, (and also
work around that pesky driveshaft
which will now be in the way) which
must be planned very carefully to
get the length of the cable exactly
correct. I have found from past
experience that fabricating custom
handbrake cables is not as easy as
it sounds, so I would attempt to use
the original one as-is. You might
also be able to use the Healey cable,
which has the exact same ends, but
is longer.
Thinking about my previous answer
a little further, a far simpler solution
for the brake cable would be to use
the cable from the 78-79 Midget.
It would require the welding of a
very simple bracket to the left side
of the axle housing, but would do
away with the rods and pivoting
mechanism that is presently used
completely. That would allow for
any flexibility you need in the cable
location and be a dirt cheap solution.
—Paul Dierschow
Sports Car Craftsmen, LLC
Hi John,
Would love the rattle in my TD shifter
gone. I have taken it apart and can see
how the casting is worn. Do you fix these
by putting a bushing in them? Seems the
only way to quiet it down. Let me know
what you do and about how much it will
cost. Thanks John —
 George Kipp
P.S. – Love your YouTube videos!
George,
Yes! We do rebuild those remote
controls – as well as the MGA ones,
too. We have the piloted reamers
and shouldered mandrels made
specifically for this job. I’m not
certain of the price (I’m sitting at
Reagan airport in DC as I write,
having just completed a two day

tech seminar for a T-type group
here) but Mike will know what to
charge. You can call him at UML
today. Rebuilding this remote will
tighten up the shifting and “usually”
dampens or eliminates the rattling
noise. The original gearshift knob
is important here, too, as a larger
wooden knob will amplify the noise.
Hi John,
Just want to send you a quick note letting
you know how much I enjoy your wit and
wisdom in the YouTube videos, and I
don’t even have an MG! By the way, what
exactly is that red grease you like so much?
Regards, —Gene Levy
Gene,
I always try to remind everyone to
work from the simplest and least
expensive to the more complicated
and more expensive. Not exactly
appropriate here is KISS – keep
it simple, stupid. Red Grease? It’s
simply NLGI #2 lithium grease. We
purchase this stuff by the case.
We’ve made it our “official” grease.
Sometimes during the technical
seminars we’ll chant “red grease, red
grease….” It is just our trademark,
that’s all. This past weekend I used a
tub of #2 grease which was BLACK. I
found it harder to get my hands
clean, but it’s all the same stuff.
Thanks for viewing the videos!
Mr. Twist,
I have a 1961 MGA MK II coupe that
has issues. It had a fuel leak under the
float chambers, so I decided to remove
the carburetors and replace the seals,
and thinking that I had the carbs off, I
replace the jet bearing kit. It all went back
together okay and when I started up the
car, it was idling 2000-2500 RPMs. I was
not sure how to get the RPMs down, but I
knew if I played with the timing, it would
slow the engine down. When I rotated the
distributor, it slowed the engine to 1500
RPMs, then the engine shut down and
now it won’t restart.
When I rotated the distributor, it came out
of the engine, and this is when the engine
died. When I bump the starter, the rotor
now does not spin.
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When I was trying to tighten the clamp
on the engine, it would never tighten the
distributor. It would still rotate even when
the shoulder for the clamp was completely
closed. I believe that it was loose before I
started working on the car.
What do I need to do to repair the
distributor and reduce the RPMs to 1000?
Thanks for the Videos and I plan on
seeing you in June at the Bloomington,
Illinois car show. Thank you, —Jim Spears
Jim,
It would appear that the major
problem here is the distributor. Open
that clamp on the engine block – use
a wide blade screwdriver to separate
the clamp so that the distributor
WILL sit down into the clamp. You
might remove the distributor so you
can view the boss at the bottom –
the one the clamp tightens against,
so you can get a good view of
what’s going on. Once that clamp is
separated far enough you’ll be able
to slip the distributor into place,
rotate the rotor until it fits down
into the block. Then you must time
it. Timing is CRITICAL. I cannot
make it any more emphatic. Time the
engine at 32-degrees before top dead
center at full mechanical advance
(about 4000 rpm) with the vacuum
disconnected. Since there are not
enough timing marks, you’ll need
a dial back timing light. Highlight
the TDC mark (6:00 – last one in a
clockwise direction) on the cover and
the notch on the front pulley. This
is a two person project. Once the
timing is set, do NOT change it!
Now, back to the idle. Yes, you
can change the idle speed with
the timing but that is an incorrect
approach. Set the idle with the
throttle screws on the carburetor
body. Ensure that the fast idle
adjustment screw is back all the way
off the fast idle cam.
All that said, I trust you purchased
the VITON rubbers for the float
bowls, as the old neoprene rubbers
fail quickly with the modern gasohol.
Good News!
The car is running. I borrowed a dial
back timing light and timed the car at
32-degrees BTDC at about 4000 RPM.
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The bad news is when I backed off the set
screws on the carbs (all have springs on
them), the car is still idling about 2000
RPM. How do I get it down to 900 RPM.
Did screw up something when I rebuilt the
SUs?
Thank you, —Jim Spears
Jim – The short answer is “Yes!” But
what is it that you’ve done
incorrectly? The engine is running at
too high rpm because too much air
is entering the engine. It’s not the
fuel, it’s not the timing, it’s not the
water temp, or whatever else you
might read on the forums. It’s the air.
The air is entering the engine from a
leak between the head and manifold,
the manifold and heat shield, the
heat shield and spacer blocks, the
spacer blocks and the carb bodies, or
from the carb itself. The carb may be
allowing the air to enter because the
throttle screws are not backed off far
enough, because the interconnecting
link between the carbs is mispositioned, because the throttle disc
is mis-positioned, or through the
throttle shafts.
You can use carb cleaner (with the
long tube for directional spraying
attached) to find external air
leaks. Spray in the areas defined
above. If there is a leak, the idle
speed will dramatically increase
or decrease depending upon the
severity of the leak and the mixture.
Hi John,
I have a 1973 B/GT that currently has
a Weber DGV. I want to change back to
SUs. I purchased some from a person on
Craigslist here in San Antonio for $60. I
got: a pair of HS4s, a pair of HIF4s, an
intake manifold, and heatshield set up for
the HS4s and throttle linkage for it. There
was also a pair of Stromberg CD175 I
think for a TR6. Both pairs of SUs are in
pretty good condition with good throttle
shafts.
I your opinion which would be better,
the HS4s would be much easier as it is
complete but not original to a 73. I can
make the HIF4s work but would need
to make the cable brackets and throttle
linkages, but that is no big deal.
Thanks, —Brad Peace
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Brad,
The HS carbs were used from 1962
through 1971. They use an intake
and exhaust manifold which have
a 9/16” flange. The HIF carbs were
used on the Federal-spec cars from
1972 – 1974 1/2. They use an intake
and exhaust manifold which have a
7/16” flange. The manifolds can be
exchanged, but they must be used in
pairs.
Your 73 B/GT used HIF carbs
originally. They were fitted with PCV
vents between the air piston and
throttle disc (as were the 1969-1971
HS carbs). Installation would be SO
much easier if you have those vents
on the HS carbs in your possession.
Me? I prefer the HS carbs. But with
either set there are interconnecting
linkages, etc, which must be set up
correctly to ensure good control
(choke and throttle). Your best bet is
to find another MGB with the setup
you want, and park it next to your
MGB while you make the change. Of
course, this assumes that the
example MGB is correct.
John,
I blew the head gasket on my B I had the
machined and valves done. I’m ready to
put it back. I also have some bad oil leaks
so I’m going to pull the engine and change
the front and rear seals. It’s been 75,000
Miles since it was rebuilt the last time.
Would you recommend that I take it back
to the machine shop and get them to check
the bearings while I have it out?
Thanks —Terry Topinka
Terry,
My late wife always cautioned
opening up an engine. “Once they’re
open they develop an appetite.”
There are five factors by which one
can judge an engine. “Tired”
and “used” and “old” are
not properly descriptive. Are
there water leaks? These are
usually easily solved.
Are there oil leaks? Are the
leaks passive or from oil
pressure? Passive leaks are
the front and rear seals, the
side cover gaskets, and the
valve cover. While other
gaskets may leak, it’s very
unusual. Certainly change

the side cover gaskets. Use the thick
rubber one at the rear – BUT – use
a thin cork on the front cover (from
the MGA listings). Active leaks (oil
pressure leaks) are fatal. Renew the
seal under the filter head for sure.
What is the oil consumption? Only
you know that. There is no test for
it save driving several hundreds of
miles and checking the use. If you are
using oil, then it will need rings.
What is the oil pressure? Offhand,
expect about 75# on the road and
about 50# at idle. It is possible to
replace the rod bearings, three of
the five main bearings, and the
oil pump without removing the
crankshaft. This is ALWAYS a good
preventative measure. What is the
compression? After a cylinder head
job, your compression should be plus
or minus 5%.
Remember, no matter what you
remove from the engine – if you
examine it carefully, it will be faulty,
and you may feel obligated to renew
it: chain, tensioner, gears, cam,
lifters, bearings, clutch...... A totally
rebuild engine is about $5,000
installed.
This probably only makes your
decision more difficult. I’d be pleased
to talk to you about the project – call
during my tech time.
John
I watched your YouTube video on Clutch
Slave Cylinder replacement and noted
that you said to either make sure you get
an original replacement to make sure
the Bleeder Valve was at the top of the
cylinder to make sure when you bleed it
you can get all the air out. From what I see
most replacements don’t offer the valve on
top, where do you guys get them from and
if you rebuild them, how much do you get
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for a rebuild and how long does it take to
get it back? Thanks —Bob Ash
Bob,
The slave cylinders on the market
are now “pretty good.” Most are
supplied with the bleeder in the
wrong hole (to fit the packaging). It’s
not uncommon for us to see the
slave hose screwed into the bleeder
hole which makes the cylinder all
but impossible to bleed. The hose it
fitted into the front of the cylinder
horizontally. The bleeder should be
pointed at about 8:00 as seen from
the front. “Proper” replacement
includes the master, the slave, and
the hose.

John,
I’m putting on a new water pump and
thermostat from Moss Motors on my 1971
MGB/GT and the manual and internet are
not clear about to use or not to use sealant
and how much – HELP!
It was suggested to use a small amount of
oil on the engine side of the gasket which is
what I did for the water pump gasket – but
before I bolt this down and reassemble
everything – should I use a sealant? Same
for the thermostat?
Thank you! —Steve Stricker
Steve,
Use grease. Use #2 lithium grease
– on the gaskets and threads. This
allows the pump and thermostat to
be easily removed in the future. Use
lots of grease!

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query.
You can e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com
or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Registrars of NAMGBR
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

520 Pine Avenue #70, Goleta, CA 93117
mgble@namgbr.net

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

Next Generation Registrar
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing. No business or commercial ads. Send ad
copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to editor@NAMGBR.net
or 2530 Clifton Ave., St. Louis, MO 63139. Ads are accepted in writing only, may be edited for
content. • Driver space ads are arranged with Chaz de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see
inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to
refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.
Send your ad, with images to our website; NAMGBR.org/resources/classifieds/

CARS FOR SALE

PARTS FOR SALE

1953 MGTD – Jaguar Blue over Butterscotch

MGB side fill transmission w/ an LH overdrive. Completely rebuilt, guaranteed for one year.

leather hides with tan canvas soft top and matching
side curtains; number’s matching. Earlier total professional restoration - recent refurbishments include new
stainless steel exhaust system, battery, electronic fuel
pump, brakes, and more. $21,000 Dave Osborn, (401)
965-4485 email for more pictures
sugarloaf hill@verizon.net RI
111215

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

1971 MGB - Red/Black – exceptional car, wire

wheels, completely assessed and vetted, rust free, and
ready to drive with confidence. New in the last 200
miles: chrome wire wheels, tires, hubs, tune-up, all
hydraulics, starter, batter, alternator, rear brakes, master cylinder, wheel bearings, and heater valve. $7500.
Steve Day, (509) 662-5374,
britishcarranch@hotmail.com WA
111215

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •

1980 MGB LE – One owner last 26 years. Chrome
off repaint, new black leather interior with red piping,
new carpets, reconditioned wheels. New top, radio /
cd, Spatz shocks, overdrive, engine rebuilt to 2000cc
with mild cam and Weber carb. Excellent road car in
exceptional condition Multiple show winner. Many
pictures on request. $11,400 obo; Ed Farnell,
(803) 360-6806 or email eafarnell@gmail.com SC 030416

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

1970 MGB – Excellent condition, many updated
components – BEST OFFER! Pat Pesce, (718) 9867369 or patp@cfl.rr.com    FL
030416

704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

1979 Midget – Blue/tan; have owned since 1995.

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595

Only 35,000 miles on the odometer, nearly new tires,
original radio, and luggage rack. Runs very well! Len
(321) 752-0737 or email lcopoold@hotmail.com FL
050616
				

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599

MG 1100s – a 1963 2-door MG 1100 and a 1964
4-door MG 1100 for sale. Need restoration. Many
extra parts, hoods, doors, steering, intakes, etc. $2500
for all of it. Leo Hinojosa, (832) 754-6194 or evautostexas@gmail.com TX
050616

18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net
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Selling or Buying an MG?
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Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: NAMGBR.org/classified A great way to find
or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

Sale price $1800.00 firm, plus shipping etc. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. OH
091015

MGB Parts - MGB 5-main bearing engine -18GB/

UH/3142; needs rebuild, long block $100; 1973
AMCO hardtop $500, 1973 Smog pump and related
parts $100; Dave Ring (580) 382-1050 or
pistonring1@hotmail.com
OK
111215

MGB Parts for Sale – MGB foam air filters, domed
mesh. Like new, used only briefly before switching
back to the stock setup. Fits 1 1/2” SU carburetors.
Foam can be cleaned. Jack Wheeler
(910) 687-0211 or jwheeler1947@yahoo.com
050616
MGB Switches

NOS MGB 1977-80 switch – turn signal, horn, headlight dimmer
NOS MGB 1977-80 switch – wiper, washer
Only one of each left. Contact John Morris
at (561) 752-0673 or jmo3449456@aol.com FL
050616

New 1962 - 74 MGB battery box liners (2).

Sturdy plastic liners that fit right into the stock battery
location to protect the frame and undercarriage from
corrosion. These liners are intended for use with cars
which use 2, 6-Volt batteries. Moss part number is
241-040. These are brand new - never been used. $50
for both plus shipping. Jack Wheeler (910) 687-0211
or ‘jwheeler1947@yahoo.com’.
070816

Foam air filters for MGB’s with stock 1 1/2”
SU carburetors (2). These are aftermarket filters

with foam which can be removed to clean. Foam
provides excellent filtration, while maintaining performance, and they look good. Moss part number is
223-230. I used these filters for a couple of weeks before switching back to the stock filters for originality.
They are literally like new. $40 for both plus shipping. Jack Wheeler (910) 687-0211 or ‘jwheeler1947@
070816
yahoo.com’.

MGB Parts for Sale – 14” Mountney Leather on
Stainless rim steering wheel – 1970 MGB 6-blade
steel engine fan. 1970 MGB heater valve and control.
1970 valve cover and filler cap.
Can email Photo’s -- tj2407@gmail.com
070816

Where 2 ‘B
Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register
encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to The MG Driver. Information
must include date, location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3
months in advance to The MG Driver Editor, 2530 Clifton Ave, St. Louis, MO 63139 or e-mail
editor@namgbr.net and post your event on our website; namgbr.org/events

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2016
• June 23-26.....Summer Tour, Boise, ID • idahobritishcars.org
• June 26..........British Car Show, Notre Dame • IN • michianabrits.com
• June 26..........British Car Show, Westminster, MD • tracltd.org
• June 27..........July 1 ~ GOF West, Redmond, OR • gofwest.org
• July 10...........British Car Show, Gettysburg, PA • lancomgclub.com
• July 10...........British Car Show, Cincinnati, OH • bccgc.com
• July 16-18.......Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix, Pittsburg, PA • pvgp.org
• July 22-23......British Car Show, Kenmore, WA • abfm.com
• Aug 6.............British Car Show, Dayton, OH • britishcardaydayton.com
• Aug 13...........British Car Show, Zionsville, IN • ibcu.org
• Aug 13-14......British Car Show, Alden, MI • twinbaybrits.com
• Aug 14...........British Car Show, Millwood, WA • greg.a.taylor@comcast.net
• Aug 27...........British Car Show, Old Westbury, NY • liscots.org
• Aug 28...........British Car Show, Rothsville, PA • lancomgclub.com
• Sept 4.............British Car Show, Lancaster, NY • buffalomg.com
• Sept 15-18......British Car Show & NAMGBR Regional, Dillard, GA • peachtreemg.com
• Sept 16-18......British Car Show, Stowe, VT • britishinvasion.com
• Sept 17...........British Car Show, Delaware City, DE • bccdelaware.com
• Sept 17-18......British Car Show, Arvada, CO • thecoloradoconclave.com
• Sept 17-18......British Car Show, New Kent, VA • classicsonthegreen.com
• Sept 18...........British Car Day, Oakville, ON • britishcarday.com
• Sept 24..........MGs on the Rocks, Street, MD • mgsofbaltimore.org
• Sept 24..........British Car Show, St Louis, MO • stlouismgclub.com
• Sept 25...........British Car Show, Clovis, CA • valleybritish.org
• Oct 1..............British Car Show, Myrtle Beach, SC; GrandStrandBritishCarClub.com
• Oct 1-2...........MG Reunion, Sonoma Raceway, CA • csrgracing.org
• Oct 8..............Brits at the Village, Lahaska, PA • kjcollins48@gmail.com
• Oct 23............Cecil Kimber Run, Skylands, NJ • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com
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Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-0876

